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1 Introduction 

The rising irnportance oI computational methods in economics is faírly evident from simple 
visual inspection of any research review. As pointed out in recent metbodological papenl 
by Judd (1997) and Bona and Santos (1997), the interaction between economic theory snd 
computational research ¡s, and it will inc.reasingly be, a central pattern in modem economics. 
This interaction ls particularly importaot in the research agenda outlined in Lucas (1980). 
The construction oí fully arliculated artificial economies has led rational-expecl;ations dy
namic stochastic modelization to aLmost all fields oí economics (aee Marcet (1993), Kydland 
snd Prescott (1994) or Cooley and Prescott (1995) for illustrative reviews). 

In thls respect, the essential non-linear and stochastic structure embedded. in these kind 
of models has motivated a pararell explooion in numerical solution methods. Although there 
is a wide variety of numerical approaches at hand1, there is not many evidence concerning 
the consequences oí using one solution method instead oí other to deal with a particular 
economic problem. 

The most complete paper concerning numerical methoda oomparison is TayIor and Ub
lig (1990). In trus work tbey compared fourteen solution rnethods in tbe context of the Brock 
and Mirman (1972) model. The comparison they made was vey rich in terms oí discussion 
of results and comparison measures, and the general conclusion was that differences among 
methods turned out to be quite substantial for certain aspects of the model. Nonetheless, 
it suffered certain lack of homogeneity and statistica1 robustness given the way it was con
ducted: each researcher sent but one solution time series path and the decision rules, and 
there was not the same distribution for tbe technology shock in aU the implemented methods. 

Another set oí papers, in the context of tbe same model are Christiano (1990) that 
compared two linear quadratic methods using as companson criteria a. discretization of the 
state-space solution method, snd Christiano aud Fisber (1997) that. compared a set of finite 
element methods, using the same eomparison criteria and including a binding coDStraint. 
irnrohoroglu (1994) propase a forward solution metbod "and compares it with backsolving 
and s linear quadratie solution method in the same context, using tbe Den Haan and 
Marcet (1994) test as measure of comparison. In tbat paper Den Haan and Msrcet, as 
illustrations of the ability oí the test, compared the Parameterized Expectations Approach 
with linear quadratic methods by solving the one sector neoclassical growth model and in 
non-optimal settings using the cash-in-aclvance model of Cooley and Hansen (1989). A1so in 
a non-optimal environment, Dotsey and Mao (1992) oompared different linear and lag-linear 
approximations in a ruodified version oC the growth ruodel witb taxes on production, using 
as oomparison criteria a discretization of the Euler equatioos method.. 

The picture tbat e.merges from the literature is mixed and scattered: regarding the Brock 
and Minoan ruodel, linear and log-linear quadratic methods are very similar and not bad, 
except for tbe Den lIaan and Marcet test. In non-optirual settings things seem to change. 

lIt iS not sn objeclivé oí thU¡ paper to describe the state oC tbe art in tbis branch. For this aee: the Winter 1990 
number oC tbe Joumal 01 Busine.n and Economic Statistic, Cooley and Hansen (1995), Marcet (1993), Dantbme 
aod Donaldson (1995) and Judd (1996) for general revisions. See McGrattan (1996a, 1996b) and Christiano and 
Fisber (1997) for an introduction to finiteelements methods snd Marcet. and Marshal1 (1994) ror tbe Parnmeterized 
Expectations Approach. 
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Finite element methods seem to behave very similar, although Parameterized Expectations 
dominates on the basis of speed, accuracy and convenience oí implementation2• 

We think there are severa! interesting questiollil that arise from this literature and have 
not been sufficiently considered., or only pointed. at: 

1. Do differences between different methods increasejappear when increasing complexity 
in the growth model? In what seose? 

2. How many non-linear structure of tbe original problem is useful to maintain, given the 
computational costa of more complex rnethods? 

3. Depending on the airo of a research, it is always important ií certain solution is rejected 
by the Den Haan and Marcet (1994) test? That is, how to oompare? 

4. It is irrrelevant for a business cycle paper to oonsider a small sample size (say 150 
observations) when ca1culating, for instance, descriptive statistics, or it ia necessary to 
consider larger sample sires (say 3000 observations) for the sake oí reliability on the 
results? 

In this paper we have tried to snswer these questions in sn unified and complete frame
work. 

Concerning question one, given the importance of the neoclassica1 growth model for busi
ness cycle research, we proceed as usual by computing different methods in tbe context of the 
Brock and Mirman (1972) model. Then we increase the complexity of the model oonsidering 
the real business cycle benchmark model oí Hansen (1985) tbat includes indivisible labor. 
In a final step we compared in tbe context of tbe previous model but including money via a 
cash-in-advance constraint on consumption, then considering the Cooley and Hansen (1989) 
ruodel, and so including s non-Pareto-optimal setting. 

The aoswer to the second question is related to the four soIution methods we chose to 
compare. The first is Parameterized Expectations tbat, in theory at least, can provide liS 

with sn approximation as clase to the true solution as desired, tben maintaining aIl the 
non-linear structure of the original problem, but it is very costly in certain respecta. On the 
other extreme we used a standard linear-quadratie method, tbat directly solves the linear
quadratic version oí tbe original problem as a way to approximate it. Midway we considered 
the log-linear approximation proposed by Ublig (1997) and the forward solution proposed 
by Sims (1989. 1990). 

As for the third question, we performed Monte Carla simulation for a battery of tests to 
check, on the one hand, the Eoler equation residual properties (Den Haan and Marcet test, 
ARCH test, autocorrelations) and, on the other hand, a set of statistics and its empirical di&
trihution (mean, relative standard deviatioo, impulse :response functions, crotI8 oorrelatiOOB, 
analysia of the decision rules). Do discrepancies in the first set implies diacrepancies in the 
second one? 

We do not pretended to use as a comparison eriteria a discretized version of the dynamic 
prograrnming algorithm for, even if oue oould obtain arbitrarily accurate spproximatioDS, it 

2In preliminary work Baraño, Iza and Vazquez (1991) find significant differences in 6D endogenous growtb model 
between Parameterized Expectations and a log-linearization (tbe same we use in this paper, as we will 900). 
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is very costly snd in some cases becomes infeasible. So we prefered to clreck accutacy in the 
Euler Equation Residuals (see Santos (1997». 

The fourth question is adressoo considering two sample sizes: 150 and 3000. We believe 
this clistinction is relevant because papers 00 business cyc1es that use linear-quadratic so
lution methods often use short sample sizes, and methods like Parameterized ExpectatioIlB 
often need large samples to be well defined. Moreover, taking into a.ccount that actual data 
seis are 'small', when oue is interested on the estimation of the structural parameters of the 
model it is not possible to use large samples. 

The results point to: (i.) Differences between methods do not necessarily increase with 
the complexity of the solved model. (ll.) For all the example model economies we considered, 
the log~linear approximation behaves as well as Parameterized Expectations. (ili.) Rejection 
oí a particular solution attending to tbe fulfilment of the rational expectation hypothesis 
is oompatible with meEt no differences between methods attending to other oomparison 
criteria. (iv.) It is proper to consider 'large' sa.mple sizes to check the properties of a 
particular solution .. 

The fffit oC the paper is organized 88 follows. Section 2 presenta the versiollS of the neo
classical growth model we used for comparison. Sectioo 3 briefty describes the four methods 
we chose to compare, while Sectioo 4 set the base for the comparison. In Section 5 we show 
the resulta and hi Section 6 some ooncluding remarks. Well feed appeIl.dix A provides aU 
necessaryjnforIDation about technicaI details, and aDother appendices with additional infor
matíon sud the MATLAB code for ,aU the calculations are available on request. 

2 Description of the models 

As pointed out in the introduction, we 'rocus on different versions oí the neoclassical growth 
model. See the appendix for more details 0,0 the mo<léls. 

1. Brock and Mirman (197~). The social plimnér"~~ th.e úíility oí the representa-
tive agent subject to technological and re50urce constraints. 

max 

kt,Ct 
s.t. 

ci',+ Xt =:= 
!Íi~ 

"'= Iog(z,) = 
€,~ 

given ko,Zl 

y, 

"'''1'-'' (1- 8)"'_1 + x, 
(1- p)log(z,,) + plog("'_I) + €, 
N(O,u;) 

(1) 

Where Ct is coÍlsumption at time t, kt-l the capital stock at the begginingofperiod t, Xt 

investnient,' Yt 'output; and Zt a technology shock to output. 0<[3 < 1 ia tbe subjective 
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discount factor, '1 > O is the coefficient of relative risk aversion, a the capital sbare in 
production, O < r5 < 1 the depredation rate and O < p < 1 controls the persistence of 
the shock. The ss subscripf affecting a given variable denotes its deterministic steady 
state value. 

The only expect.ational first order oondition of this problem is 

c-¡r¡ = [3Et [<;~lJl(azt+lk?-l + 1 - 6)] (2) 

As remarked in the introduetion Christiano (1990), Christiano and Fisher (1997), 
Imrohoroglu (1994), Taylor and Uhlig (1990) and the first part oí Den Haan and 
Marcet (1994) were made in the context oí tbis modeI. In any casea the technol
ogy shock is comidered to follow a cliscrete Mar1row chain with two or three states: 
Christiano (1990), Christiano and Fisher (1997) (due to the fact that they used as 
compan80n eriteria a cliscretization of the state space solution, and too previous as-. 
sumption aimplifies tbe procedure) and five of the methods in Taylor sud Ublig (1990). 

2. Hansen(1985 J. Thls model is an extension oí the previous one tbat includes indivisible 
labor to capture better labor market features of the business cycle. See aIso Hansen 
(1997). Here tbe representative household faces the problem, 

max E"L;fJ' C, _ - - ANN, = ['-' 1 1 
t=l 1 '1J 

S.t. 
ct+Xt= Yt 

Yt = ztk,.Q_1Nl-Q 

'" = (1 - 6)"'-1 + x, 
log(z,) = (1 - p) log(z,,)+ plog(z,_¡) + €, 

Et'" N(O,oD 
given ko,Zl 

(3) 

Where N t islabar and AN a parameter that measures the weigbt of labor in the utility 
function. Other variables and parameters as in the Brock~Mirman model. In this case 
there is aIso one expectstional first order condition, 

ct-'f/ = PEt [cZ:'Hazt+lk?-l Nl;t + 1 - 6) J (4) 

3. Cooley and HaTJ8en(1989). This economy is a version of the model of Hansen (1985) 
with money introduced via 8 cash~in-advanoo oonstraint applied to coDBumption. Then 
the competitive equilibrium is non~paret()-(}ptimaI and the results of the secoud welfare 
theorem cannot be used. The firma 80lve a standard maximization of profits problem, 
while the households seek to maximize their preferences subject to a oonain holdings 
of nominal money balances and constraints. There are two 5OUI'CeS of uncertainty in 
this economy: a shock to tecbnology and a random money growth rateo The stochastic 
Euler equatiOllS in tbis case are 

>'t = P& [>'t+1 (azt+lkr-1 Nl;t + 1- 6)] (5) 
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and 

A.c, = ~E. [_1 1 
gtH 

(6) 

where >'t denotes the Lagrange multiplier associated with the households budget con~ 
straint and gt is the rnoney growth rateo Den Haan and Marcet (1994) compared the 
Parameterized Expectation solution to this model with the linear-quadratic used in 
the Cooley and Hansen papee: the accuracy test suggested important differences be
tween the solutions, although sorne cl:J.aracteI"Ístics of the linear-quadratic solution were 
very similar to those of the Parameterized Expectations solution, 8uch 88 descriptive 
statistics. We confinn and extend these condusions. For details of the model see tbe 
appendix. 

Methods Used 

We have chosen to compare four numerical solution methods. Here we will only give a brief 
description. We chose these particular methods ror their widely use amODg researchers, and 
because they present a good framework Cor oomparing how much non-linear structure of the 
original problem it is important to preserve in the approximation. 

1. Linear Quadratic Approximation (LQA): Tbe point here is to appraximate a non-linear 
problem by 000 línear-quadratic for which the 801ution it is known. For a description 
see McGrattan (1990), Christiano (1990), Díaz--Giménez (1995) and specially Hansen 
and Prescott (1995) and Kydland and Presoott (1982). 'Ibe method has been sueesfully 
applied. to solve representative agent economies and overlapping-generation economies 
aud ruso to economies that are subject to distol'5ioDS where the competitive equilibrium 
is not a Pareto optimum (aee CooIey and Hanaen (1989) and Kyd1and (1989)). Solving 
the social-planning problem involves solving a dynamic programming problem of the 
form: 

vn+1(Zt, sd 

" 
zt+l A(Zt) + ft+! 

SHl B(ZtlSt,dt) 

where V(z" s,.) is the optimal value functioD, zt: a vector of ex:ogeoous state variables, St 

a vector of endogenous atate variables, dt a vector of decision variables, r(zt¡St, dt ) the 
return function far the problem, and the two oonstraints describe the evolution of the 
sta:te variables.' The'solution is a functionmapping a state space into decisions. In arder 
to solve this problem one'may, operate directly with the vaIue function. Tú simplify 
the ,previous prúbleIh, forro a linear quadratic appl'Olrimation about the steady state 
equilibríum path of tbe original economy and look lor the solution of tbis approximate 
linear quadratic economy. The steps to follow are: 
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(a) Find the steady state. 

(b) Substitute the non-linear constraints in the return function. 

(e) Let Wt = [Zt. Sh dt]T and form a second order TayJor expansion of tbe resulting 
return function about the steady state. So r(Zt. St, dt ) :::::: [1, WnQ[l, W?y, where 
Q is a symmetric matrix. 

(d) Then, the approximate problem becomes, using aIso the certainty equivaleuce prin
cipIe, 

st 
z,+l A(z,) 

Under suitable oonditions, the optímal vaIue functíon exist, solve tbis functional 
equation, and is quadratie. Given thls, tbe assodated policy funetions are linear. 

(e) Guess an initial conjecture to VO, say VO(zt.St) = FfPJFt, where Ff = [l,zt,Stl 
and PJ is a symmetrie and negative semi-definite matrix. 

(f) Substituting the laws of motion Ft+! = Bwt and V(Zt+l,St+1) into tbe problem 
we get a quadratic expression on (zt, St, lit). Then the fust order conditions ol this 
apprOldmate problem will give us an expressíon for dt as a linear function of Zt and 
St (tbe poliey funetíon or decision rule). 

(g) Substituting this into the approximate problem gives us tbe next approximatioll, 
whicb is a quadratic funetion on (Zt.8t). 

(h) Repeat until vn+1 is very similar (according to any convergence eriteria) to V n . 

This was the proced.ure followed to solve the first aud the second models with this 
method. With respect to the tbird, in whicb there is a distortion due to the cash-in
advance constraint, important variations are needed. See Cooley and Hansen (1989) 
for the detaíls. 

2. Forwanl solution (SIM): This method Wa8 proposed in Sitns (1989) and (1990). Blan
chard and Khan (1980). imrohoroglu (1994) and different versiona ofbacksolving ( such 
as tbat presented in Vallés (1997) or Novales (1990) ) are also related. The idea is to 
substitute each conditional expectation that might appear in the first order c.onditions 
by its :realized vaIue plus an expectational error, linearize the resulting problem and 
add the stability conditiOll8 8880Ciated with this problem3 to the original problem. The 
steps to follow are: 

(a) Obtain fue first order conditions of the problem. Find the steady state. 

(b) Substitute the conditional expectation by its realized vaIue plus an ·expeclationaI 
error. 

3Related to the LQA metbod, SIM tries to make a selective linear approximation in order to preserve the more 
structure of the original non-linear problem as p09Sible. 
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(e) Linearize the system of resulting Euler-equations and constraints about the deter
ministic steady state: 

Where the vector ( contains the expectational error and the structlU'al perturba
tioos, and Y contains the atate and decision variables in deviations to the steady 
state. 

(d) Locate the unstable roo!; oC f¡)lft and then find the corresponding eigenvector 

(.ay 1'). 
(e) Then add the stability condition .uYt = O to the system Di first arder conditions 

and constramts. Tbis guarantees a stationary equilibrium oC the modelo Given 
an initial concUtion, the solution atarla and remains on the atable subspa.ce of tbe 
system, provided we are near the steady state. 

In the three modela analyzed and with the parameterizations considered, aue stability 
condition was found in each case. 

3. Log-linearizalion (UHL): ThÍs method consists of a log-linearization of the first arder 
conditions about the steady state. We have uaed the simplification proposed by Uh
lig (1997). The idea is to log-linearize the first arder oonditiaDS and then 80lve for the 
recursive equilibrium law of motion with the metbod of undetermined coeffieients. See 
also King, Plosser and Rebelo (1987), Campbell (1994) and Binder and Pesaran (1996). 
For the metbod of lUldetermined coefficients see, for example, Chow (1997). The steps 
to follow are: 

(a) Find the first order eonditions. Find the steady state. 

(b) Log-linearize tbe Dece36IUY equations character1zlng !he equllibrium to make tbe 
system approximately linear in log-deviations froro the steady state4• 

(e) Let the recursive equilibrium law of motion be tbose matrices P, Q, R and S that 
make stable the system 

Xt PXt-1 + Qzt 

Ve Rxt_1 + SZt 

where Xt is an m x 1 endogenous state vector, Zt a vector of exogenous state 
variables, size k x 1, and Yt alist of other endogenous variables of the system, with 
size n x 1. Tbe log-linearized system can be written, maintaining the notation oC 
Ublig (1997), 

4For tbis Use the following rules: 

Xts1og(X,)-Iog(X,,) <=> Xt=¡og(::,) {:::::::} Xt=Xue
i

• 

Then use eZt+tlv. ~ 1 + Xt + aih, itiÍt ~ O and El [aeZ'+1 J ~ El [a.xt+11 up to a oon.stant. 
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o Et[FXt+l +GXt + HXt_l + JYt+l + KYt + LZt+t + Mztl 

zt+l NZt +_l:t+1; Et[Et+ll = 0, 

where matrix e is assumed to be of size l x n,l 2: n and of rank n, F is of size 
(m + n -l) x nI and N has only stable eigenvalues. Equating coefficients according 
to the well-known method of undetermined coefficients between tbe previous two 
systems Jet us find P, Q, R and S. See section 6 in Uhlig (1997) for technieal 
details5 • 

4. Parameterized expectations (PEA): For a detailedexplanation see Den Haan and Marcet 
(1990), Marcet (1993) aud Marcet and Maesball (1994) for example. The idea .ia to 
pararneterize tbe expectations part oí tbe stochastie Euler equation. The oonditional 
expectation is specified as a funetion oC the state of tbe system, and tbe pararneters of 
that funetion are estimated to solve the model. 

The steps to follow are: 

(a) Find the first order conditions of tbe prohlem. Find the steady .state. 

(h) Substitute the conditional expectation, say Et(IPt+l), in each case by a parame-
terized funetion t/J(qj kt-l, Zt), a polynomial function, where Zt denotes a vector 
oontaining the structural perturbations of the model and q is a vector of parame
terso Define the stochastic Euler equation residual as Er.(¡fJt+l) - t/Jt. In principIe 
tfJ can approximate the expectation arbitrarlIy well by increasing the order oC the 
polynomial. 

(e) amose a value for q. For the searching of the fueed point a drawn of 25000 

observations was used in each case. We found useful here to begin with a realization 
for the variables using auother (quicker) method, for the estimation of useful initial 
conditions of the parameters of-¡p. 

(d) Use the first order conditions oí the problem (with the conditional expectation 
suootituted by t/J(qjkt-l,zt» and oonstraints to generate time series patbs for the 
variables oC the economy. 

(e) Define S : lW' --+ )R, where m is the dimension of q. Choose that q that verifies 
S(q) = argmin, Ed~t+1 - ""(kt-l(q), Zt; q)J'. 

(f) Iterate until q = S(q). This guarantees tbat íf agents use t/J as their expectation 
funetion, tben q is the best pararneter tbey could use in tbe sense that it minimize 
the mean squared error. To find each qi+l starting from a previous qi, ron a non
linear regressioD oí ¡fJ(qi) on tfJ(qt as 3n approximation to S(qi+l), and actualize 
q according to tbe rule 

In the literature nohody has oompared tbis set oí methods. For the aim of our compansoD¡ 
in relation to other papera, Christiano (1990) compared LQA witb LQA in 10gB, Chrlstiano 

SIn Appendix A we sbow tbe appropriate matrices A, B, 
MATLAB programs for the implementation of tbis metbod are 
http:¡¡cwis.kub.nl/ few5¡ center ¡STAFF ¡uhlig¡toolkit.dir ¡toolkit.htm. 
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and Fisber (1997) evaluates PEA, while in Taylor and Uhlig (1990) LQA, PEA aud a different 
version of SIM is used. In ImroborogIu (1994) a very close version of SIM and LQA are 
compared. All tbese papers in tbe coutext of tbe Brock and Mirman model. 

In difierent mndel econorrlles, Den Haan and Mareet (1994) compared LQA and PEA 
in tbe first mndel we present and in tbe third one, while Dotsey and Mao (1992) evaluated 
LQA, LQA in logs plus the method propooed. in King, Plosser and Rebelo (1987) in logs and 
in levels of the variables. This last method in logs is very similar to UHL; in trus respect 
our results differ from that of thls paper: we find UHL very suitable for tbe models we bave 
considered, and they found that none of the metbods tbey looked at dominated. the otbers 
and could have problems for high values of the variance of the shock. Of course trus may 
be context specific: they used s version of tbe neoclassica.l growth model in which the onIy 
source of perturbation was a process for taxes on production, following a five state Markow 
chain. and did not try much parametrlc variatíon. 1t oould be interesting to extend the 
oomparison we make to a context as tbeirs and see if our results still boldo 

In any case, it is not only tbst we used a kind of different methods but tbe framework 
where we compared and how we compared what we think oould be more relevant. 

As we can see, we have chosen one dynamic progranúng based method (LQA) and tbree 
Eule,r equation based methods; this last methads have the adventage tbst they can be used 
in Pareto optimal and non-optimal environments without modifications. On the oontrary, 
LQA needs important modifications. 

Coneerning LQA, SIM and UHL, they bsve the disadvantage relative to PEA tbat tbey 
cannot be refined d.epending on the realization of tbe structural sbocks. Nevertheless, the 
previous adventage cannot be exploited in a comparison of the kind presented here, given 
that. as remarked in Den Haan and Marcet (1994), for the calculation of the test tbey 
proposed, one should use a realization of tbe stochastic exogenoua shocks tbat is different 
from tbe one used in calculating tbe fixed point. 

Another point is that to obtain tbe decision rules LQA. SIM and UHL are quite fast in 
rela.tion to PEA. 

An adventsge of PEA is thst it preserves all the non-linear structure of the models 
at hand, given tbat the parameterized function selected he near the true expectation. Note 
that LQA, SIM sud UHL preserves different degrees of non-linearitYi the first two add policy 
fimctions (or sta.bility oonditions) to the original system of non-linear first order oonditions 
and constraints, while UHL method gives log-linear decision rules for sil variables. In tbe 
most simple model LQA and SIM are identica.l, but in the other two models SIM adda oue 
d.ecisjon rule while LQA adds two: S1M preserves one of the non-linear decision rules of the 
original system, and so incUrres in tbe cast of using a. non-linear equa.tion solver. For this 
we used the solver csolve.m, availab1e at C. A. Sims home pagein thewebb. 

4 Base for the Comparison 
In the Brst two models, we analize the following parametric cases, changing only the relative 
risk aversion parameter and tbe variance of the technology sbock, suggested in the literature 
as the moot influential parameters. For sensitivity anaIysis, we consider three values of u(: 
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from 0.01, close the most usual in the literature (0.00721), to another one six times greater. 
Coneerning risk aversion, we proceed from a low value of 0.5 to a high one of 3.0. The 
remaining parameter values are standard: /3 = 0.99, p = 0.95, a = 0.36, and 6 = 0.025. 

CASE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
u; 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.06 0.06 
q 0.5 1.5 3.0 0.5 1.5 3.0 0.5 1.5 3.0 

In the Cooley and Hansen model we focus on tbe varianoo of tbe perturbation. and in tbe 
money growtb parameter, analysing tbe cases oí tbe original paper considered by Den Haan 
and Mareet (1994). Parameter values are f3 = 0.99, a = 0.36,6= 0.025, AN = 2.86, and for 
tbe two sources of uncertainty the persistence of tbe postulated autorregressive processes for 
tecbnology and money growth are pz = 0.95 and Pg = 0.48. We change the money growtb 
rate and the variances of the shocks, according to, 

CASE 1 2 3 4 5 6 

g" 1.015 1.15 1.015 1.15 1.015 1.15 
Ua 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.06 

u" 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 

For tbe comparison we ca1culated tbe mean and standard deviations over 250 simulations 
of lengbt 150 and 3000 oí the following set of measures: 

• Related to the stochastic Euler equation residual, e (to check for the accuracy of the 
solution): 

~ To check for possible correlation witb tbe information set: Den Haan and Mareet 
(1994) accuracy test. The idea of tbe test is to check wbether there exist auy 
function of variables dated t - 1 or earlier that sbould belp predict et. Tbe steps 
to follow are: 

* First obtain a large number oí observationa by simulating the model for a 
realization of tbe exogenous processes. 

* Run a regression of et over Xt. matrix of instruments selected from tbe infor
matíon seto Then take a. = (¿xT Xt)-lCExT{t). 

* To check tbe null hypotbesis tbat {t is a martingale, form tbe statistic: 

where m is tbe numher oí instruments chosen and q is tbe number of Euler 
equation errars. 1t is worth noting tbat tbe altemative hypothesis is that the 
eITQr is not a martingale; so if the vaIue of the statistic belongs to the upper 
critica! region of the X:m distribution, tbere is evidence against the accuracy 
of tbe solution. 
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The number of observations can be interpreted as a measure of how stringent 
the criterion is: if the solution passes the test even for a very large number. 
this is evidence that the solution is very accurate. We choose the set of in
strumenta used by Den Haan and Marcet (1994) for the simple growth model: 
constant, kt _ 1, kt-2, kt-3, log(Zt_¡), log(Zt_2), log(Zt_3). 

- To check also for remaining autocorrelation in mean: an AR(l) process with mean 
is estimated to~. Also the autocorrelation function (ACF) of ~ is caIculated to 
check for remaining dynamic autocorrelation. 

- To check for remaining strncture in variance we performed a Lagrange Multiplier 
test for ARCH structure in~. 'I'he null hypotbesis is constant variance. Tbis test 
is onIy indicative because if the acceptance is not very clear, as the sample size 
increases the statistie goes to the rejection region. Nevertbeless, giveu OUT aim is 
to focus on differenciated behavioUT of the different metbods, the test is useful. 

• To check how different are the methods on other dimeusions rather than that of the 
rational expectations fulfilment: 

- Impulse response functiOllB generated using the firat order conditions and the de
cision rules. In the first two models that is to say: generate a unit impulse in the 
perturbation: €o = 1, €t = O, 't:/t > O and compute the response oi the approximatecl 
systems. In the Cooley a.nd Hansen model we have two sources of perturbation, 
and so can oompute the same exercise for the technology and the monetary shocks. 

- Tabulate the values of the approximate decision rules at altemative points in the 
state space: give a grid of values for the state variables and tben obtain the induced 
values for the endogeuous state (capital) and for the other endogenous variables. 

- Mean, relative-to-output standard deviation; skewness and kurtoois for all vari
ables: point and interval estimatiou. For the relative volatility also the empirical 
rustribution. 

- Cross oorrelation functioDS of output with every other variable: point and interval 
estimation. For the oontemporaneous correlation also the empirical distribution. 

- Estimate autorregressive processes of order one to four for the variables, to ap
proximate the \UlÍvariate models that the different variables follow. In the case oí 
the UHL method we can derive the exact models, but not for the other methods. 

For the Hansen model, in cases 7,8 and 9 with T = 3000, it was almost impossible to 
found a. solution with the LQA method, due to negative values of k for certain dra.ws of the 
technology shock. Far the Cooley and Hansen mode1 the same occured with SIM method in 
cases 5 and 6 with T = 3000; with T = 150 it generated negative values for tbe capital stock 
for a 30% of the rea1lzations of the technology shock. 

Relsted to PEA, we considered, for each model, a fixed order for the po1ynomial funetion 
used to approximate the couditional expectation (although with different values for the ca
efficient, oí course). This proved useful for a.ll the parametrie cases but case 2 in the Cooley 
and Hansen model, in wbich it is neccesary to ¡nerease the order of the polynomiaI. 
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5 Results 

\Ve present here selected results, according to their relevance for the aim of the papero The 
whole set oí results is presented. in an Appendix available on request. 

5.1 Euler Equation Error properties 

5.1.1 Den Haan and Marcet Test 

Tables 1 to 3 shows the results for the Den Haan and Marcet test for the three models at 
band. Concerning the Broek and Mirman model, UHL snd PEA pass the test for both sample 
sizes, and give ve~ similar results, wbile LQA and SIM (tbat, remember, are identical for 
tbis model) are rejected clearly with T = 3000 and in sorne cases as 2 and 3 may have passed 
with T= 150. 

losen tables 1 to 3 

In table 2 it is remarkable the gain in accuracy of SIM relative to LQA when we move 
from the most simple model to the Hansen modelo SIM passes cases 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 9 
for T = 150, but onIy 2 and 3 for T = 3000; LQA is always rejected. As dE increases, the 
accuracy diminishes for SIM: snd LQA. As 7J inercases, meanwhile, accur8Cy ¡nereases. UHL 
sud PEA again pass for aIl the cases and both sample sizes, with similar results. 

Table 3 presents the results for the Cooley and Hansen model. The first four columns 
refer to the Euler Equatiou residual showed in equation (5). The picture is the same as 

~~:~~ ~~r~u~;~~:;~ :~~~: C::~~ ~ :~ S!!!h ~~l:m~:e:~~;;: 
is refered to the ''money" Euler Equation residual of the model, given by equation (6). 
Note that it is onIy necessary to check the properties of tbis error when using the dynamie 
programming linear-quadratie method, because for the Euler Equation based methods it is, 
by construction, equal to zero (see appendix for details). The results are very bad. for aIl the 
parametric cases. 

5.1.2 Autocorrelation and ARCH structUf'e in the f'esiduals 

The results in the next three tables, 4 to 6, reinforce the former results. UHL and PEA 
always move in the same direction. In the first model for cases 3 and 6 when T = 3000, 
LQA and SIM are better than UHL and PEA, but in the other cases the % of rejections 
for the constant variance hrpothesis ia lower far UHL and PEA re1ative to LQA and SIM. 
Concerning Hansen's mode!, from cases 1 to 4 UHL and PEA, and lesa SIM, give signa of 
accuracy. But for cases 5 to 9 and T = 3000 the test do not let us differenciate between 
methods. In relation to the Cooley and Hansen model, all the methods give a similar resulto 
In the low variance case exhibit a good behaviour that make worse as O'E~ inereases. 

Inserl tables 4 to 6 
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In tables 7, 8 and 9 we show direct testing of remaining autocorrelation in the residuals. 
For the Brock and Mirman model, when we estimate with T=150, nothing is detected. But 
when we make it with the larger sample size, we cannot reject the existenceof a mean different 
from zero for LQA and SIM: in seven cases, so violating the hypothesis of an unbiased error. 
For UHL we do not detect any case, and for PEA orny case 1 for T=3000. In cases 8 and 9, 
for T=3000 also there is weak evídence of an AR(l) structure in the residuals generated by 
LQA and SIM. 

Inserl tables 7 to 9 

Table 8 soften this result, and for the Hansen model only in four cases of LQA we find 
evidenoe for a mean different from zero. In relation to the Cooley and Hansen model, table 
9, for T=3000 present evidence against LQA and SIM¡ in relation to PEA, if we except case 
2, as nated befare, tbere is only weak evidence for a mean different froro zero in case 6 for 
T=3000. 

Tbe last piere of evidence in this section is given in table 10, that evaluates a property 
of the equilibrium of the madel that must hold, as shown in the appendix. The correlation 
mentioned must be almost €qual to the unity. Again, the Euler Equation based methods 
fulfils the property by construction, and LQA fails increasingly witb (T~ ... 

As a summa.ry, LQA and SIM solutions are not very accurate for tbese madels aud 
parameter cases on the basis of the tests of the previous two subsections, while UHL and 
PEA are very, and likewise, accurate. 

5.2 Other statistical measures 

Now we take a look at any other statistica usually reported by business cycle researcbers. 
We selected any cases for each model as benchmark cases. 

5.2.1 Impulse Response Punctions 

Figures 1 to 4 plot this statistic for the three models at hand. For the Brock and Mirman 
model the responses of the system to an unit impulse in technology do not seem to be very 
diHerent qualitatively speaking: output, capital and the interest rate responses have the aame 
shape and approximate duration. Nevertheless, things change a bit in quantitative terms, 
with greater capital responses for PEA and UHL. Concerning interest rate, UHL response is 
lower in the first perlad relative to LQA, SIM: and PEA. These characteristica are maintained 
across the plotted cases (4, 5 and 6) safe tbe increase .in the response of capital as 11 increases 
ia proportionally greater for UHL and PEA. 

Insert figures 1 to 4 

Relative to the Hansen model again there are no significant qnalitative differences in the 
responses, jf ~ ex:cept the responses of capital in cases 5 and 6 for SIM, that are a bit out 
of pbase with PEA. SIM tends to present the greater responses for all the variables. LQA 
reacts little in the cases of output and capital, but in the same way as PEA when dealing 
with interest rates. 
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Things seem to change for the Cooley and Hansen model. In this preliminary version 
we think it is very surprising tú, see the LQA responses we report in figures 3 and 4, and 
rnay be dne to the fact that the steady state values for investment and tbe inverse of real 
múney balances induced by the LQA linear rules are not equa! to the values induced by 
the actual steady state of tbe nonlinear system, generating somethig like a shift in the first 
period response. Tbe responses of SIM, UHL and PEA are ooberent with the intuition of 
the model and the other results we reporto 

5.2.2 Grids lar the deciaion rules 

In figures 5 te 7 we tabulate the values of the approxímate decision rules at alternative points 
in tbe state spa.ce. A1l the grids are formed by 21 values for each atate variable. 

Iusert figures 5 to 7 

~e grid for case 6 in the Srock and Mirman moclel talces the values 25 to 45 for capital, 
wlth kss = 37.99, and 0.7 to 1.3 for z, with Zss = 1. It is remarkable that the evolution of 
consumption as technology increases is non-monotonic for LQA and SIM, a characteristic 
already reported by Taylor and Uhlig (1990) and Christiano (1990) for the LQA method. 
The grid for capital is very similar seross metbods, and that for tbe interest rate present a 
more conca.ve grid for UHL as technology increases, while that for SIM LQA and PEA are 
identical. ' 

For the Hansen's case 6, capital goes from 11 to 14 (ks/! = 12.66) and technology from 
0.7 to 1.3. LQA maintains the non-monotoruc behavioUl' in oonsumption and UHL the more 
concave response in interst rates. Differences are slight in tbe grids for the Cooley and Hansen 
modelo 

5.2.3 Descríptive statiatics, cross correlation functions and autorregres_ 
sive structure 

In tables 11 to 14 we present descriptive statistics for selected cases of tbe tbree models. We 
do not appreciate any significant differences in sample means or standard deviations for the 
mean, relative standard deviation, kurtosis and skweness for tbe three modela. Only in Brock 
and Mirman the distribution of investment for UHL ahows a higher skweness and kurtosis. 
And, of course, sorne differences when oonsidering the sample size T=150: greater amplitude 
of the sample standard deviations when comparing with the same case for T=3000, and little 
differences on relative standard deviations, as one can see looking at the real wage in table 
13. 

Figure 8 plots the empiricaI distribution for the relative standard deviation statistics for 
case 6, T=3000, of the Hansen model. There are certain differences in the sbapes of the his
tograma: for instance, std(R)jstd(y) is more syrnmetric for PEA, while for std(log(z))jstd(y) 
UHL posted a greater number of values on the left tail. But differences are not really im
portant. Concerning histograms of tbese kind, in the highest variance cases it is possible to 
find important differeuces for certain ratios. 
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The draw for the cross correlation functions (see tables 15 te 17 and figure 9) is the sarue 
as that of the two previous paragraphs: we found no differences hetween methods. Only in 
the Cooley and Hansen model the correlation of output with interest rates tend to he lower 
and with a greater standard deviation in the SIM case relative to the other methods. And for 
the empirical distribution of the contemporaneous correlation of all the variables with output 
for case 6, T=3000, for the Hansen model we can detect sorne differences: for exaruple, for 
the LQA method the oorrelation of output with consumption is slightly to the right, and for 
that of output with tecbnology there are more values to the left for SIM. But differences are 
not very important. 

TabIe 18 presents the 1ast piece of evidence: the AR representation is the same for o.ll the 
metbods. 

Tosum up: 

• We appreciate important differences between methods when checking the rationa! ex
pectations hypothesis. The Den Haan and Marcet statistic, and other complementary 
tests, let us differenciate, in the tbree models coDsidered, the four methods: PEA and 
UHL passed the tests for o.ll the parametric cases while LQA and SIM presented a bad 
behaviour. 

• Conceming impulse response functions, we only appreciate differences in the Cooley 
and Hansen model, although qualitatively not very imporlant between SIM, UHL and 
PEA methods. 

• There are almost no differences in the descriptive statistics. Gíven that the linear 
approximations are done about the steady state one may expect no differences in the 
meaI1B, but we neither found differences in the relative standard deviations, skweness 
or kurtosis. And, surprisingly, we neither found differences in the sample standard 
deviations associated with these atatistics. 

• The same comment applies to the croas correlation functioos and the autooorrelation 
atructure in the series. The time series for the variables inherit the patterns of auto... 
correlation of the shocks to the aystem. 

6 Concluding remarks 

H we consider again the questioos possed in the introduction we can an.swer in the following 
way: 

1. Do differences between different metbods increase/appear when increasing complexity 
in the growth rnodel? The anawer ia mixed and dependa on the adaptability of the 
metbod to any proposed model. We have secn how the LQA approximation deteriorates 
when dealing with the more complex model, but a1so how SIM improves when pasaing 
from the Brock and Mirman model to the Hansen model1 and how UHL and PEA, with 
little exceptious, behave very similar in the tb.ree models cosidered. Of course, if one 
consider more complex extenaions of tbe baaic neoclassical growth model tbings may 
change. 
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2. How ruaoy non-linear structure of the original problem is useful to maintain, given the 
computational costs of more complex methods? Our evidence suggest that the log
linearization is good enough- for the neoclassicaJ growth model extensioos considered. 
Alao, if we hOO done LQA and SIM approximations consideriog the 10garitbms of the 
series instead of the levels oí the series we think the performance of these methods, 
especio.lly S1M, hOO improved. 

The complexity of implementing PEA is related with good initial conditions for the 
parameters of the polynomial functioo: as aIready pointed out, we found very useful 
to generate time series witb a linear rnethod (we selected UHL), theo estimate mitia! 
values for the parameters and iterate until convergence to the fixed point. For the 
modela considered PEA does oot present adventages related to UHL. 

3. Depending on the aim of a research, it ia always important if certain BOlution is rejected 
by the Den Haan and Marcet (1994) atatistic7 We have shown how LQA and SIM 
solutions are rejected in almost all cases according to this criteria, but we fOlWd no 
important differences in the other set of statistics, if we except LQA in the Cooley 
and Hansen model. Of course, taking into account these evidence, the answer to this 
question depends 00 the 1058 functíon of each tesearcher. 

4. 1t is irrrelevant for a business cyc1e paper to consider a smo.ll sample aize when ca1culat
ing, for instance, descriptive statistics, or it is necessary to conaider large sample sizca 
for the sake of reliability on the results? The answer to this question has two slopes. 
One is statistical, and tell U8 how both interval and point estimation of the statistics 
is more re1iable witb large samples. And alBO, to achieve convergence with PEA-like 
methods, for instauce, one need large samples. The other slope is related to actual data 
seta, tbat use to be small. In tWs respect we thlnk UHL is preferable. 
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Table 4: LM test for ARCH structure in the residuals.Brock and Mirman(1972) mode!. % of 
acceptance of the constant varO h th lance ypo eslS. 

! I LQA I SIM I UHL I PEA 
e_l T 150 03.' 53.2 77., 78 

T-3000 0.0 0.0 78.8 78.4 
e_. T 150 78.8 78.8 50 78.4 

"""'000 SO.8 50.8 81.2 81.2 
e_o T ISO 79.2 79.2 78.' 78.4 

T-3000 73.2 73.' 59.' 59.6 
e_. T 150 39.6 39.6 711.' 18.4 

T_ 0.0 0.0 ... 83.' 
e_, T ISO 68.8 68.8 81.6 BO 

T_ O .• O., 56~ 68.8 
e_6 T 150 5.2 75.2 80 75.2 

T-3000 12.8 12.8 , 0.0 
e_T T ISO 33 .• 33 .• 81.2 81.6 

T-3000 0.0 0.0 46 76 
e_8 T ISO 52 52 77.. 75.2 

T=3000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
e_o T 150 53.2 03.2 .... 48.8 

T-3000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Table 5: LM test for ARCH structure in tbe residuaIs. Hansen(1985) modelo % of acreptanoe oí 
tbe constant variance hypothesis 

I I LQA I S(M ! um. I PEA 
e_l T 150 39.6 78.4 ..... ... 

T-3000 0.0 18.8 ".2 00 
e_, T 150 7.' 8U .... ... , 

T=3000 0.0 72.4 81.2 80.8 
e_3 T 150 71.6 79.2 78.8 78.8 

T-3000 0.0 78.4 81.6 7. 
e_. T 150 ".8 63 .• 80.8 80.' 

T=3000 0.0 0.0 78.' 15.2 
e_8 T 150 51.2 7. 78 79.2 

T_ 0.0 8.' .... .. .• 
e_6 T 150 50.' 76 79.' 78.4 

T_ 0.0 23.' 52.8 ...... 
O_T T 150 35.6 20.' ".8 56.' 

T",,3000 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0_8 T 150 .. 52 11.6 67.6 

T-3000 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o_o T ISO 48 57.2 65.2 62.8 

T=3000 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 6: LM test lor ARCH structure in tbe residuals. Cooley and Hansen(1989) model. % oí 
acceptance of the constant variance hn¡:othesis 

I LQA I SlM I UHL I PEA 
e_l T 150 82 82.8 80.' 81.6 

T""""" 81.2 81.6 80 .. 81.2 
e_, T 150 " ". 83.2 93.2 

T=3000 83.2 83.2 82.2 " e_. T 150 80 79.6 78.4 76.8 
T=3000 51.6 44.' 40.8 34 

e_. T_I50 18.2 18.4- 11.2 78.4 
T-3000 <S., 40.' 42 40.4 

e_o T 150 52.8 52.4 ... " T-3000 5.0 . 0.0 0.0 
e_o T 150 52 S ... 46 43.2 

T""OOO 3.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 7: AR(l) residual estimation ';t = p. + P';t-l + (Ot. Brock and Mirman(1972) modelo An * 
denotes non-rejection of the mili hypothesis Ho : p. = O or Ho : p = O at the 95 % level, and ** at tbe 
85% level. 

I LQA I SlM I UHL I PEA 
0-1 T 150 

~I 
· 

1 

· 

1 

· 

1 
T""""" 

e_, T 150 

~I 
· 

1 

· 

1 

· 

1 
T~ 

0-. T 150 

; I 
· 

I 
· 

I 
· 

I T""OOO 

0-. T 150 

~I 
· 

1 

· 

1 

· 

I T~ 

0-. T 150 

~ 1 1 

· 

1 1 
T~ n ¡:¡ 

0-0 T 150 

;1 

· 

I 
· 

1 

· 

1 
T~ 

0-. T 150 

~ 1 

· 

1 

· 

1 

· 

1 
T~ 

e_. T 150 

; 1 1 1 1 
T~ '"* ¡:¡ 

•• 
0-. T 150 

~ 1 1 1 1 
T~ 

•• " 
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Table 8: AR(l) residual estimation ';t = 1-' + p.;t-l + ét. Hansen(1985) model. An * denotes 000-

rejection of the null hypothesis Ho : 1-' = O or Ho : p = O at the 95 % leve1, aud ** at the 85% level. 

I LQA I SIM I UHL I PEA 
c...1 T 150 

;1 

-

1 

-

1 

-

1 
T""""'" 

e~. T ISO 

~I I 
-

I I T""""'" 

e_3 T 150 

;1 

-

1 

-

1 1 
T""""'" 

c.... T 150 

;1 1 1 

-

1 
T""""'" 

e_. T 150 

~I 
-

1 

-

1 1 
T~OOO .. 

c.... T 150 

~I 1 

-

1 
T~OOO u 

c...7 T 150 

;1 I I T~OOO 

c.... T 150 

;1 1 

-

1 
T~OOO 

e_o T 150 

;1 1 1 
T~OOO 
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Table 9: AR(l) residual estimation {t = Jl + P&-l + Et. Cooley and Hansen(1989) mode1. An * 
denotes non-rejection of the null hypothesÍB Ho : Jl = O or Ho : p = O at the 95 % level, and ** at tbe 
85% leve!. 

I LQA I SIM I UHL I PEA 

""""1 T 150 

;1 

-

1 1 

-

1 
T~OOO 

e_. T 150 

;1 

-

1 1 1 
T~OOO • n 

c...3 T 150 

; 1 I I 
-

I T~OOO 

c.... T 150 

;1 

-

1 

-

1 

-

1 
T~OOO 

c.... T 150 

~I 1 

-

1 

-

1 
T""""'" 

c.... T 150 

;1 1 

-

1 

-

1 
T~OOO .. 
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Table 12: Descriptive Statistics. Hansen ruodel. Case6, T=3000. Numbers are mea.ns and standard Table 13: Descriptive Statistics. Hansen model. Case6, T=150. Numbers are rueans and standard 
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Table 14: Descriptive Statistics. Cooley and Hansen model. Case!, T=3000. N1lOlhers are means and 

standard::i~=~~~5~ 

31 

Table 15: Cross Correlation Functions of output with the other varia.bles. Brock and Mirman mode!' 
Case6, T=3000. Numbers are means and standard deviations (in brackets) across simulations. 

LQA 

Y 

k 

R 

SIM 

y 

k 

R 

UHL 
y 

k 

R 

PEA 
y 

k 

R 

-. 
0.910 

(0.016) 
0.880 

(0.017) 
0.80S 

(0.021) 
0.934 

(0.010) 
-0.317 
(0.081) 

-4 

0.9io 
(0.016) 

o."'" 
(0.017) 
0.808 

(0.021) 
0.934 

(0.010) 
-0.317 
(0.081) 

-4 
0.910 

(0.016) 
0.879 

(0.017) 
0.810 

(0.021) 
0.936 

(0.010) 
-0.301 
(0.072) 

-4 
o.!lOO 

(0.016) 
0.877 

(0.017) 
0.811 

(0.021) 
~934 

(0.010) 
-0.292 
(0.073) 

-3 

0.1132 
(0.012) 
o .... 

(0.019) 
0.843 

(0.016) 
0.939 

(0.(09) 
-0.269 
(0.087) 

-3 

0.932 
(0.012) 
0.869 

(0.019) 
0.843 

(0.016) 
0.939 

(0.009) 
-0.269 
(0.087) 

-3 
0.931 

(0.012) 
o."" 

(0.019) 
0.845 

(0.016) 
0.940 

(0.009) 
-0,252 
(0.078) 

-3 

0.931 
(0.012) 
0.866 

(0.019) 
0.846 

(0.016) 
o .... 

(0.009) 
-0.243 
(0.078) 

-, 
0.954 

(0.008) 
0.856 

(0.021) 
0.880 

(0.012) 
o .... 

(0.008) 
-0.218 
(0.093) 

-, 
0.954 

(0.008) 
0.856 

(0.021) 
0 .. 0 

(0.012) 
o .... 

(0.008) 
-0.218 
(0.093) -, 
0.954 

(0.008) .. '" 
(0.021) 
o .. , 

(0.011) 
o .... 

(0.008) 
-0.199 
(0.084) 

-2 
0.953 
(0.008) 
0$53 

(0.021) 
0.882 

(O.OH) 
o .... 

(0.007) 
-0.190 
(0.084) 

_1 

0.977 
(0.004) 
0.1l42 

(0.024) 
0.918 

(0.006) 
0.947 

(0.007) 
-0.162 
(0.100) 

-1 
0.977 

(0.004) 
0.842 

(0.024) 
0.918 

(0.006) 
0.947 

(0.007) 
-0.162 
(0.100) 

-1 

~D77 

(0.001) 
o .... 

(0.023) 
0.920 

(0.006) 
o .... 

(0.006) 
-<1.142 
(0.090) 

-1 

0.976 
(0.001) 
0.839 

(0.023) 
0.921 

(0.006) 

~"7 
(0.006) 
-0.133 
(0.001) 

o 
1.000 

(0.000) 
0.825 

(0.026) 
o .... 

(0.003) 
0.950 

(0.007) 
-0.102 
(0.107) 

O 

1.000 
(0.000) 
0.825 

(0.026) 
o."" 

(0.003) 
0.950 

(0.007) 
-0.102 
(0.107) 

O 
1.000 

(0.000) 
0.824 

(0.026) 
0.000 

(0.001) 
0.951 

(0.006) 
-0.081 
(0.007) 

O 
1.000 

(0.000) 
0.822 

(0.026) 
0.961 

(0.001) 
o .... 

(0.006) 
-0.072 
(0.098) 
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0.977 
(0.004) 
0.800 

(0.030) 
o."" 

(0.0IX» 
0.928 

(O.OJO) 
-0.101 
(0.107) 

1 

0.977 
(0.004) 
0.800 

(0.030) 
0.936 

(0.005) 
0.928 

(0.010) 
-0.101 
(0.107) 

0.977 
(0.001) 
0._ 

(0.029) 
0.937 

(0.00fi) 
no", 

(0.010) 
-0.081 
(0.007) 

0.976 
(0.004) 

""" (0.030) 
0.938 

(0.005) 
n028 

(0.009) 
-O.U7l 
(0.007) 

0.954 
(0.008) 
0.788 

(O.033) 
0.1t14 

(0.000) 
0.907 

(0.014) 
-0.100 
(0.106) , 
o .... 

(0.008) 
0.788 

(0.033) 
0.914 

(0.000) 
0.907 

(0.014) 
-0.100 
(O.loo) , 
o .... 

(0.008) 
0.787 

(0.032) 
0.915 

(0.000) 
0.907 

(O.ot3) 
-0.1"0 
(0.097) , 
0.9!i3 

(0.008) 
0.785 

(0.033) 
0.915 

(0.000) 
0.907 

(0.013) 
-0,071 
(0.097) 

3 
0.932 

(0.012) 
0.771 

(0.006) 
0.8ii2 

(0.012) 
0.886 

(0.017) 
-0.099 
(0.106) 

3 
0.932 

(0.012) 
0.771 

(0.036) 
0.892 

(0.012) 
0.886 

(0.017) 
-0.099 
(0.106) 

3 

0.931 
(0.012) 
0.769 

(0.035) 
0.893 

(0.013) 
0.887 

(0.017) 
-0.019 
(0.097) 

3 

0.931 
(0.012) 
0.767 

(0.1)36) 
0.893 

(0.012) 
o .... 

(0.017) 
-0.071 
(0.097) 

• 
0.9}O 

(0.016) 
~753 

(0.039) 
o.g72 

(0.016) 
~ ... 

(0.021) 
-0.098 
(0.105) 

• 
0.910 

(0.016) 
0.753 

(0.039) 
~872 

(0.016) 
0.865 

(0.021) 
-<1._ 
(0.105) 

• 
0.910 

(0.016) 
0.71>1 

(0.038) 
0.812 

(0.016) 
~ ... 

(0.020) 
-0.079 
(0.096) 

• 
~909 

(0.016) 
0.749 

(0.039) 
0~T.l 

(0.016) 
~ 

(0.020) 
-0.070 
(6.097) 



Table 16: Cross Correlation FUnction§; of output wi~h the other variables. Hansen modelo Case6. Table 17: Crass Correlatioll Functions of output with the other variables. Cooley B.nd Hansen model. 
T=3000. Numbers are means and standard deviations (in brackets) across simulations. Case!, T=3000. Numbers are means and standard deviations (in brackets) across simulations. 

LQA -4 -3 -2 -1 O 1 2 3 , 
LQA -, -3 _2 -1 O 2 3 , 

Y 0.157 0.812 0.870 0.933 1.000 0.933 0.S70 0.S12 0.757 y O.S23 0.864 0.901 0.952 1.000 0.952 0.907 0.864 O.S23 (0.022) (0.017) (0.012) (0.006) (0.000) {0.006} (0.012) (0.017) (0.022) (0.021) (0.016) (0.011) (0.006) (0.000) (0.006) (0.011) (0.016) (0.021) k 0.155 0.734 0.708 0.616 0.638 0.593 0.552 0.513 0.477 k 0.862 0.847 0.827 O.S01 0.770 0.732 0.696 0.662 no"" (O.OIS) ~0.0l7) (0.020) (0.023) (0.021) ~0.(32) (0.036) (O.OW) (0.044) ~0.013) ~O.01S) (0.OI7) (o.o20~ (o.o24) (0.029) (0.033} {0.038~ (0.042) x O."'" 0.720 0.797 O,,. 0.969 0.005 0.845 O."'" 0.736 N 0.391 0.410 0.557 0.652 0.757 0.721 0.688 0.655 0.625 (0.023) (O.OlS) (0.012) (0.007) (0.003) (0.006) (0.012) (0.017) (0.022) (0.020) (0.017) (0.017) (O.OIS) (0.001) (0.020) (0.019) (0.020) (0.022) • o.S16 0.S21 O.S24 O.S25 O,," 0.767 0.713 0.664 0.617 
P ".888 ".888 ...... ..0.879 ..o.S70 -0..27 ..0.787 -0.748 -0.712 {0.013) (0.011) (0.011) {0.012) ~0.015) {0.018) (0.022) (0.026) (0.000) 

~0.012) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.017) (0.0221 {0.m7) (0.032) R -0.136 -0.001 0.044 0.150 O."" ~">2 0.237 0.223 O."" • 0.0lIl 0.001 ...... ".020 -0.032 -0.139 -0.128 ..0.120 -0.114. (0.053) (0.057) (0.062) (0.068) (0.014.) (0.073) (0.073) (0.072) (0.012) 
(0.024.) (o.m4.) (0.024.) (0.024.) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) N -0.4.25 ".358 -U.281 -0.194 -0.097 -0. ... ".080 -0.073 ...... 

R 0.013 0.097 0.191 ~295 0.4.11 0.392 0.374. 0.357 0.34.1 (0.045) (0.050) (0.057) (0.064) (0.071} {0.072) {0.073) (0.074.> (0.075) 
(o.OO1) {O.OU} (0.046) (0.051) (0.058) (0.056) (0.1)55) {0.064.} (0.054.) SIM -4 -3 -2 -1 o 2 3 , 

SIM -, _3 -2 -1 O 2 3 , 
Y ~7'" 0.811 0.870 0.933 1.000 0.933 0'70 0.811 0.756 

Y O.S25 0.866 0.908 0.953 1.000 0.953 0.908 0.866 0.825 (0.023) (O.OlS) (0.012) (0.006) (0.000) (0.006) (0.012) (O.OIS) (0.023) 
(0.022) (0.017) (0.012) (0.006) (0.000) (0.006) (0.012) (0.017) (0.022) k 0.757 0.735 0.709 0.677 0.639 O'" O ...... 0.514 0.478 

k 0.S62 0.846 0.826 0.802 0.771 0.734 0.699 0.666 0.634 (O.01S) (0.017) (0.020) (0.023) (0.007) {0.032) (0.036~ ~O.OU) (0.045) 
(0.013) (0.015) (0.017) ~0.020) (0.025) (0.030) (0.034) (0.039) (0.043) x 0.649 0.720 0.797 0.881 0.971 0.006 0.845 0.789 0.736 

N 0.401 0.479 0.5M 0.658 0.762 0.727 0.694 O."" 0.633 (0.023) (O.OlS) (0.012) (0.006) (0.002) (0.006) (0.012) (0.017) (0.022) 
(0.024) (0.020) (0.017) (0.017) (0.019) (O.OIS) (0.019) (0.021) (0.023) • n." 0.829 0.830 0.829 0.825 0.768 0.716 0.666 0.620 

P ..0.889 -0.889 ".886 ".880 ..0.871 -0.829 ".71>0 -0.752 -0.716 (0.012) (0.010) (0.009) (0.009) (0.000) !0.015~ (0.020) (0.025) (0.030) 
(0.012) (0.011) {0.011~ (0.011) (0.012) (O.OIS) (0.023) (0.028) (0.033) R ..0.135 -O.OSI 0.044 0.150 0.268 0.252 0.237 0.222 O."" • 0.0", 0.000 -0.009 ... .,. ..0.032 -0.137 -0.127 -0.119 -0.113 (0.052) (0.056) (0.062) (0.068) (0.074.) (0.074.) (0.073) (0.073) (0.073) 
(0.023) (0.024) (0.024.) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) N -0.426 -0.359 -0.282 ..0.195 -0.097 -0.089 -0.081 -0.074 -0..., 

R -0.012 0.010 0.162 0.264 0.377 n3fiO 0.344 0.328 0.313 (0.045) (O.OSO} (0.057) (0.064} (0.072) (0.073) (0.074) (0.075) (0.076) 
{0.053) (0.058) (0.064) (0.072) (0.1lSO) (0.077) (0.075) (0.073) {0.07l) UHL -4 -3 _2 -1 O 2 3 , 

Y 0.757 0.812 0.871 0.933 1.000 0.933 O.S71 0.812 0.757 
UHL ... -3 -2 -[ O [ 2 3 4 

Y 0.822 0.863 0.907 0.952 1.000 0.952 0.907 0.863 0.822 (0.023) (O.01S) (0.012) (0.006) (0.000) (0.006) (0.012) (O.OlS) (O.cm) 
(o.o:n) (0.016) (0.011) (0.006) (0.000) (0.006) (0.011) (0.016) (0.021) k 0.751 0.735 0.709 0.677 0.639 0.594 0.553 0.514 0.477 

k 0.862 0.846 0.S26 0.800 0.769 0.731 0.695 0.661 0.628 (0.015) (0.017) {0.020) (0.023) {0.(27) (0.032) (0.036) (0.0412 (0.045) 
(0.013) (0.015) (0.017) (0.020) (0.024) (0.029) (0.033) (0.031) (0.041) x ~645 0.715 0.792 0.S75 0.965 0.901 0.840 0.784 ~731 

N 0.390 0.4.10 0.551 ~"" 0.759 0.723 0.689 0.657 ~626 (0.023) (0.018) (0.012) (0.006) (0.003) (0.006) (0.012) (0.017) (0.023) 
(0.015) (0.013) (0.012) (0.014) (0.019) (O.DlS) (0.017) (0.019) (0.020) • O.S25 0.829 0." 0.830 0'26 0.169 0.717 0.667 0.621 

P ".886 _0.886 -0.'" -0.877 -0.867 -0..25 ".784 -0.746 -U.7011 (0.012) (0.010) (0.009) (0.008) (0.009~ (0.014) (0.020) (0.025) (0.030) 
(0.011) (0.011) (0.010) {0.011) (0.012) (0.017) (0.022~ ~0.(27) (0.031) R -0.129 -0.0« 0.052 0.159 0.278 ~261 0.245 0.231 0.217 

• M08 0.000 -0.009 -0.020 -0.032 -U.I38 .0.128 ..0.120 -0.114. (0.050) (OJl54) (0.OS9) (0.065) (0.011) Como) (0.070) (0.070) (0.070) 
(0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) N -0.425 ".368 -0.281 ..0.195 ..0.097 -0.089 .0.081 -0.073 ...... 

R 0.014 0.099 0.193 0.298 0.414 0.395 0.377 0.360 0.344 (0.044) (0.1)50) (0.056) (0.064~ (0.072) (0.073) (0.013) (0.014) (0.075) 
(0.036) ~O.MO) (0.045) (0.050) (0.006) (0.055) (o.oM) (0.003) (0.053) PEA -4 -3 -2 -1 O 2 3 , 

PEA ... -3 -2 -1 O 2 3 , 
Y 0.762 0.815 0.S13 0.9as 1.000 0.935 0.813 0.815 a762 

(0.022) (0.017) (0.012) (0.006) (0.000) (0.006) (0.012) (0.011) (0.022) Y 

k 0.757 0.735 0.709 0.67S 0.640 0.596 0.555 0.517 0.481 
k ~o.015) (0.017) ~0.020) (0.023) (0.027~ (0.032) (0.037~ (o.Mll (0.04.5) 

x 0.658 0.727 11.803 O_ 11.972 O ..... O .... O."" ~7" 
(0.023) (O.01S) (0.012) (0.006) (0.002) (0.006) (0.012) (0.017) (0.022) 

• o.S27 0.832 0.834 MM 0.832 0.776 0.724 0.675 0.829 
(0.012) {0.010) (0.009) (0.008) (0.008) {O.OI4.) (0.019) (0.024~ (0.029) 

(0.011) (0.011) (0.010) (0.011) (0.012) (0.017) (0.022) (0.026~ (0.031) R -0.130 -0.046 0.048 0.153 0.269 0.2M 0.239 0.225 0.212 
• 0.008 0.000 ".009 ".020 -0.032 -0.138 ..0.127 ..0.119 ..0.113 (0.050) (0.055) (0.060) (0.065) (O.072) (0.071) (0.071) (0.071) (0.071) 

(0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) N ".430 ".364 .0.289 ".205 -U.110 -0.101 -0.092 ".084 -0.07. 
R 0.010 0.094. 0.188 0.292 0.407 0.389 0.372 0.355 0.339 (0.045) (0.050) (0.057) (0.064) (0.072) (0.073) (0.074.) (0.015} (0.076) 

~o.(37) (0.041) (0.046) (0.051) (0.007) (0.056) (OJ)5ó) (0.054) (MM) 

33 34 



Table 18: Estimated autocorre1ations for selected variables. Hansen model. Case 6, T=3000. AR(l), 
AR(2) .nd AR(3) M d , da d d . " (" b ack , ) . ul.'io", processes. eans an ,.n , eV18 IOns >TI , e, across Slffi 

LQA I y I , I R 11 y I , I R I SlM 

P 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.11000 '0000 P 
(0.0006) (0,0001) (0.0000) (0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0000) 

p, 0.9332 0.9846 0.9297 0.9330 0.9891 O.""" p, 
(0.0063) (0.0026) (0.0061) (0.0064) (0.0011) (0.0011) 

P 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 P 
(0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0000) .. 0.9353 1.0402 0.9321 0.9347 1.0779 0.9322 .. 
(0.0187) (0.0290) (0.0186) (0.0188) (0.0213) (0.0188) ., -0.0022 -o.~) -0.0025 -0.0018 -O.oo~) -0.0020 ., 
(0.0186) (0.0286 (0.0185) (0.0188) (0.0211 (0.0186) 

P 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.00:)1 0.0000 0.0000 P 
(0.0006) (OJlOO1) (OJlOOO) (0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0000) 

p, O."., l.(l37( 0.9321 0.9347 1.0712 0.9322 .. 
(0.0186) (0.0274) (0.0186) (0.0187) (0.0194) (0.0187) ., 0.0000 -0.0072 0.0001 0.0006 -O ..... 0.0008 ., 
(0.0249) (0.0364) (0.0247) (0.0250) (0.0255) (0.0247) 

'" -0.0029 -0.1)472 -O.""" I ¡tOO26 -0.0743 -0.0031 '" (0.0177) (0.0261) (0.0177) 0.0178) (0.0189) (0.0177) 

UHL y , R Y , R PEA 

P 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 P 
(0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0000) 

P> 0.9333 o~~ 0.9289 0.9347 I (~.9887 0.9306 p, 
(0.0064) (O.OOI (0.0066) (0.0063) 0.0018) (0.0065) 

P 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 P 
(0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0000) .. 0.9351 1.0769 0.9317 0._ 1.0100 0.9328 p, 
(0.0186) (0.0210) (O.OlU) (0.0186) (0.0208) (0.0186) 

'" .0.0019 .0_ -0.Il030 -00020 -0.11823 -O.D024 '" (0.0186) (0.0209) (0.0184) (0.0186) (0.0207) (0.0185) 

P 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 P 
(0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0000) .. 0.9361 1.0703 0.9318 0.11366 1.0643 0.9328 .. 
(0.ül85) (0.0192) (0.0184) (0.0186) (0.0192) (0.0185) 

'" 0.0007 -O."" 0.0004 0.0006 -0.0086 '0007 '" (0.0248) (0.0266) (0.0246) (0.0249) (0.0255) (0.0247) 

PO -0.0028 -0.0737 -0.0037 -0.0028 _0.0689 -0.0034 '" (0.0177) (0.0188) (0.0177) (0.0177) (0.0187) (0.0177) 
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LOA: Grid for y Grid for R Grid for k 
a:: 
Q) 

2 

8 

SIM:Grid Ior y Grid for R Grid for k 

Q) 

2 
a:: 
Q) 1.04 

"S 1.02 
~ 1 

10 ~ 8 8 

UHL:Grid for y Grid for R Grid for k 
a:: "" 
-1l UI ~ 

~ 0.9 2 

8 8 

PEA:Grid for y Grid for R Grid for k 
a:: 
Q) 1.04 
2 1.02 

1 

10 ~ 8 8 O.~ 1 1.2 

Figure 7: Grid for the decision rules. 9 = 9/1s' Cooley and Hansen Model. Case 4. 
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std(k)/std(y) std(x)/std(y) std(log(z))/std(y) std(c)/std(y) std(R)/std(y) 

Figure 8: Empirical. distribution of the relative standard deviation statistics. Hansen Model. Case 
6, T~3000. 
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Appendix 

A Description of the models and keys to solution 

A.1 Brock and Mirman (1972) 

A.l.1 Description oC the model 

• The Problem: The mode1 is that presented in (1). 

• Lagrangean: 

L(kt, el, ÁI) = El> f;pl [ci;~ -1 - ÁI (eo + kt - ztkf-l - (1 - 6)ko_1)] 
t=1 11 

• First Order Conditions: We need the Euler conditions in arder to obtain the deter
ministic steady state and because the methods SIM, UHL and PE are Euler-equations 
based methods. The system of optimality conditions tha.t emerge from problem (1) is 
obtained by deriving the Lagrangean with respect tú the endogenous state sud deci
sions, 

At: 0= Ct+kt-Ztkf_t-{1-6)kt-t 

et: 0= C¡'1-At 

kt; 0= -At+fJEt [At+l (azt+lkf-l +1-6)J 
then, eliminating Atl we have, 

and 

ko 
log(zo) 

'o 

ct ZtktCl:_1 + Xt 

Rt aZtkr--l + 1 - 6 

ct-'1 {jEt [C;--?lRt+1] 

XI +(1-6)kt_l 
(1 - p) log(z,,) + plog(ZO_I) + 'o 
N(O,';:) 

• Stochastic Euler equation residual: in this model is defined 88 

~t+1 = cf" - ¡Jct:':1 Rt+I 

(7) 
(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
(11) 

• Deterministic Steady State: We have for interest rate R lls = l, fo! technology, 
output and oonsumption: Zss = 1, Yu = zS/JkC;s and CIJIJ = Y/JS - 6k/J/J, where kss = 

(R..~'f+li) 1 ~ ... 
• Parameter Values: See table in the main texto 
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A.1.2 Linear-quadratic approximation: value function iteration 

• Returll Function: Substitute the nonlinear constrrunt Ce = Ztkt_l -Xt into the utility 
function, to obtain 

We will consider one exogenous state variable, log(Zt), one endogenous state variable, 
kt-l, and one decision variable Xt. Now we wiIl perform a 8eOOud order TayJor ap-. 
proximatiou of the return function about the deterministic steady state at the point 
(log(z/J/J)' k/Js, x/Js)' 

- First order derivatives 

DU - [au au aU]1 - [-. ka -. ka- 1 -']1 
as- 81og(Zt)'8kt_l' 8Xt' /1/1- C t Ztt-l'c,; aztt-l'-c,;, S/l 

- Second arder derivatives: The hessian 

D2 a2u lPu 

[ 

8{~2(~)j2 

Uss = 81og(z,)8k¡_1 81';_1 

a'u 
alog(zl)' 

a'U 
81og(Zt)kt_l 

a'U 
8Iog(zt}X t 

a'u 
8k;_1 

a'u 
ax'f 

a'U 
8Xtkt_l 

lPU éPu lPu 
81og(zt)8a;¡ 8k'_18a;, "&'f 

[-TJct-r¡-ly; +ctr¡Ztk?_I] 

[
_r¡c-¡r¡-loJiL + ct"aY!.-] 

kt-l kt- 1 

TJct-r¡-IYt 

[
_r¡a2c-¡r¡-1 ~ + ce"a(a -1)~] 

k'_1 k'f-l 

-1/-1 -q"t 

- We can write now the return function. Using the obtained gradient and hessian, 
and given that Wt = [log(Zt), kt-ll Xt]T the ret1ll'Il functiou 

r(log(zt),kt_hXt)~Ql1+2·Q12·Wt+Wr·Q22·Wt= [1 Wr] -Q. [ir
t

] 
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where Qn = U8$ - DUSB WS8 + ~ W;;. D 2U8S ' Ws-,,, Q12 = l (DUs8 - W¡; . n 2US8 ) 

and Q22 = ~D2U8S' 
- Initial value function c~njecture. We have, VO(log(Zt),kt_l,Xt} = F[· pO. Ft 

~II W,JBTpOB[ ~ J.lnthiscaseFt~II,IOg(Zt)''''_I¡rand 

B ~ [¿ ~ ~ ~], pO ~ -0,1 [¿ ~ ~]. 
001-61 001 

- Rearrange the problem such that 

yn+1(log(Zt, kt-l,Xt» = M,;g,:.{FTMIF+ 2FM2Xt +X;M3} 

" 
with MI, M 2 and M3 appropriate matrices. Then, the first arder condition Xt = 
-Mil M2F is the paliey function once convergence is achieved. The actualization 
in iteration n is pn = M¡-M2Mi1M!. 

• Policy funetioo: The output oí the algorithm described is, in thia case, Xt = 5zO + 
6= log(zt) + ózkkt.-l, that together with Xt = kt. - (1 - 6)kt_11 produces tbe following 
decision rule for capital, 

Estimates of these parameters for the mne parametric cases are shown in the next tableo 
Note that cases with all the same parameter values but standard deviatioD oC the shock 
have, obviously, the same values. 

I CASE II 6.0 
1,4,7 1.9190 3.2243 -0.0255 
2,5,8 1.0512 2.7668 -0.0027 
3,6,9 0.7015 2.7244 0.0065 

• Time series generation: Once tbe poliey funetion is calculated, time series are gen
erated using: {zeh leo = kslJ , investment from the decision rule, capital from its law 
oC motion, output from the produetion funetion sud the interest rate &om (8). Using 
output and investment, eonsumption arises from the resource constraínt. 

A.l.3 Forward .solution 

• System to be linearized: From (9), substituting the conditional expectation by its 
realized value plus an expectational error, we have 

(12) 
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• Tben, the system to be linearized is formed by equation (12), (10) and (11), The sta.tea 
of the problem are kt_l and log(zdi the control (decision variable) Ís Xt. Then) we fonu 
the system roYt+t = r1Yt + <P<Úl where Yt+l = [k t - klJlJ) log(Zt+l).Xt+l - xslJjT and 
(e+l = [{t+l,l':t+lf· 

• Línearization about the Steady State 

Equation (12): Derivatives with respect to Yt+! and ft elementa, 

~Iss = [-{37Jc;-.;!11~aRt+l + paCa - 1)C;-.;!lMjf] Iss 

{j~(~:L)Jss = [-P7JC¡;!l-lYt+lRt+l + {Jat;71~] Jss 

~:!! Iss = [PTJct;!¡-l Rt+l ] Iss 

:i:~! lss = [1]C¡'1-1a~J Jss 

at!8ndlss = [17ct- I1
-
1Yt] Iss, ~18S = [_r¡C¡IJ-l] lss 

Equation (10): Derivatives with respect to Vt+l and to Yt 

~Iss = 1, {j:l(~~ldlss = O i1::! Iss = O, 

:i~~! Iss = -(1 - 6), a~nt1lss = O, ~!88 =-l. 

Equation (11): Derivatives with respect to Yt+1, and to iit. 

~lss = O, al:::(~~L)188 = -1, %l~!! Iss = O 

:i~~! Iss = 0, a~Ud Iss = p, ~Iss = O 

• Thus, we have ro = (!J::~ ~::~ ~~!), r¡ = (~ ~ ~). Now, we 
can calculate the stability condition oC tbe linearjzed system. 

• Policy function: from the stability condition JLl(kt-l-kss)+JL2Iog(zt)+JL3(Xt-XlJs) = 
O, and the law of motíon Cor capital in deviations with respect to the steady state, the 
decision rule for capital becomes, 

kt = (xlJa + ¡.tI kas) + (-P.2) log(Zt) + (1 _ 6 _ PI )kt-I 
J.I.3 J13 JLa 

The values of the stability oondition weights are shown in the next tableo In this simple 
problem the poliey rules obtaíned CroID SIM are exactly equal to those induced by LQA. 

CASE 1'1 1" 1'3 
1,4,7 0.2240 -28.3064 8.""1 
2,5,8 0.0402 -41.6783 15.0639 
3,6,9 -0.1375 -57.3516 21.0514 
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• Time series generation: Use the linear stability condition to obtain investroent, 
capital from its law of motion, output from the production function and the interest 
rate from (8). Using output and investment, consumption arises from the resOllrce 
constraint. In this case, the decision rule is exactly the same than that obtained. by 
LQA. 

A.l.4 Log-linearization 

The system to be log-linearized. is formed. by the OOt order conditions (7) to (9) and the 
constraints of problem (1). Let - denote log-deviations froro the steady state. 'I'he log
lineanzation produces the following system of equatioDS, 

• Log-linearization 

o 
O 

O 

O 

Zt+1 

• General forro 

-(1- ¡'I(I- 6))(1 - a)k,-1 + (1- ¡'I(I- 6))2, - R, 1 
.:::..fukt + .l!u..kt_l + fuit - Ct e.. fJcu_ e .. 
-iÍt + Zt + Okt_l 

Et [-17Ct+1 + Rt+l + 17Ct] 
PZt + ét+l 

In this particular example, in terms of the general notation we are using, we have: x 
is capital, y is formed by consumption, output, labor, the interest rate sud investment, 
snd z is technology. The matrices for the lag-linear approximation are: 

[ -k,tC
", 1 [ -(1-¡'I(I - 6))(1 - a) 1 

A ,B = k/JIs!({3c/J/J) 
a 

[ ~I 
-1 

~J [1-¡'I(1-5) ] 
e O ,D Y88/C/JIJ 

O 1 

F [O], G [DI, H [O], 
J (-17. 1•OJ, K 1,,0,0], L [O], 

M [DI, N [p], Sigma [u;J 
• Policy Function and time series generation: The output of the algorithm are 

the parameters of the state space form relating endogenous variables to state variables. 
Trus form is used to generate the time series. That m, 

[
k,] [Vkk V''] e, = v" Va [k:-1 1 ilt VR/,; vRz Zt 

Vllk VIIZ 

with ko = kas and Xt = Yt - ot. For the analyzed cases, the parameter values are: 
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1 CASE 11 V" V " V 
" a VRk Vfu V" v" 

1,4,7 0.9495 0.0849 0.8361 0.1742 -0.0222 0.0348 0.3600 1.000 
2,5.8 0.9723 0.0728 0.5210 0.3403 -0.0222 0.0348 0.3600 1.000 
3,6,9 0.9815 0.0717 0.3940 0.3557 -0.0222 0.0348 0.3600 1.000 

A.l.5 Parameterized Expectations 

• Order of the approximation. For the PEA method. a second arder polynomial 
approximstion proved to be useful. (Tolerance=O.OOCll) 

1jJ(~-l, zt) = ql e~log(k'-l)+'l3log(zl)+q4(IO!I{kl_l»2+'l5IQ9(kH)10!l(z')+'l6(log{zl» 2 

The gradient takes the form, 

"''''= 
'" /q, 

"'log(kH) 
"'log(z,) 

"'(log(kt_¡))' 
'" log(kt_¡) log(z,) 

",(Iog(z,))' 

• Policy function: Tbe decision rule for capital becomes, 

'I'he fixed point for q was calcu1ated 1lBÍng a sample aire of 25000 observo.tions. 

• Time series generatiou: obtain consumption from condition (9) in which the con
ditional expectation is substjtuted by the polynomial function 1/1. Then capital from 
kt = -Ct + Ztk?_l + (1- 6)kt _l, investment from tbe law of motion of capital and the 
interest rate froro (8). Output may then be obtained. !roro the resource constraint (7). 
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A.2 Hansen (1985) 

A.2.1 Description of the rnodel 

• The Problem: see (3) 

• Lagrangean 

L(kt,ct,Nt,At) = Eo:LPt Ct; _- -ANNt-At(ct+kt-Ztkt-lN/-a_(l-Ó)kt_l) = ['-' 1 1 
t=1 1 TI 

• First Order Conditions: to obtain the deterministic steady stllte and for SIM, UHL 
and PEA methods. 

-Xt: 0= Ct+kt-Ztk't-lNf-a_(1-8)kt_l 

Ct: 0= C;"-'\t 

kt : 0= -At+f3Et [).t+1 (azt+lkf-lNl;t+1-6)] 
Nt : 0= -AN+>'tZtkf"_t{1-a)Nt:· 

then, eliminating At. we have, 

and 

Ct ztk?_lN/-a - kt + (1 - 6)kt-l 
Rt o:ztkr::l NI-a + 1- Ó 

ct-r¡ (jEt [ct-.;'lRt+l] 

AN ct'1Ztkt.l (1 - a)Nt-
a = <:;'1(1 - a) ::t 

log{z,) 

" 
(1 - p) log(z,,) + plog(Z'_l) +" 
N(O.u~) 

• Stochastic Euler equation residual: in this case it is defined as 

~Úl = C¡'1 - (3Ct:!lRt+l 

(l3) 
(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

• Deterministic Steady State: Frem (14), R", .. = a~+ 1-6, and rrom (15), Ras = !. 
then the ratio oI output to capital at the steady state beromes, 

Y"=.!.(.!.-IH) 
k88 o: f3 

For employment, the steady state value is fixed to l. Now, frem the production function, 
y~ = k~N;;;a. -$==:> ~ = k'ia-1N;;;a., so we have for capital, given that Z~ = 1, 
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From the law of motion of capital, X as = 6kss , and fmm the resource constraint, CS8 = 
Ysa - bkss· Finally, from (16~, AN = c';s'1(1- a)~. 

• Parameter Values: See table in the main texto 

A.2.2 Linear--quadratic approximation: value function iteration 

• Return Functioo: Substitute the nonlinear oonstraint Ct = Ztk"c'_lN!-a. - Xt into the 
utility function, to obtain 

In this problem we consider oue exogenous state variable, log(Zt), one endogenous atate 
variable, kt-l, and two decision variables, Xt sud N t . Now we will perfonn a second 
order Taylor approximation of tbe return function about tbe detenninistic steady state 
at the point (lOg(Z8S)' k~,XJJ8,N~). 

First order derivatives 

[
BU BU BU BU] 

81og(zt)' 8kt_l' 8xt ' 8Nt 

[C;'1y" C;'1W~kt~l' -C¡", (C¡"Yt(l-a) ~t -AN) J 

Second order derivatives: The hessi8.ll, 

where 

D 2Uss = 

B'U 
8(log(z,))' 

B'U 
8k'f-l 

B'U 
8x~ 
iJ'u 
BN? 

/Pu /Pu 
Ohg(ZfjOkt 1 8k:"" 1 

/Pu .'u .'u 1 .. 
iJhg(Zf)<'b:t Okt_l&t 8i'f 

/Pu .'u a'u .'u 
olog(z¡)UNc Uk'_18N, /kt8Nt 7iii'f 

(-r¡¿¡,,-lvl + ¿¡"ve) 

[-7JC¡"-1 C:~: r + ct"a(a - 1) krJ 
_T/¿¡,,-l 
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8'U 
81og(Zt)8kt _ 1 

8'U 

81og(z,)8N, 

EPu 
8kt_laXt 

a'u 
8kt_ 18Nt 

EPu 
8xt8Nt 

[ 
-'1-1 Yl -'1 Yt] -r¡r; 0:-- + Ct 0--

kt - l kt-l 

[ 

-11-1 y; -'1 Yt] -qc, (1- a)- +c, (1- a)
N t Nt 

-.-1(1 )y, "le" -0:-
N, 

• We can write now the retum function. Using too obtainoo gradient and the hessian, 
and given that W t = [log(Zt), kt-I. Xt. NtlT the return function 

r(log(Zt),kt_t,Xtl Nt ) ~ Qu + 2· Q12' Wt + wt· Q22' Wt = [1 wt] . Q. [ ~t ] 

where Q11 = Vss - DUS8 ' WS8 + iw,i;· D2U88 • Wsa • Q12 = ! (DUIM - W;;· D2Uu ) 

and Q22 = !D2US8 ' 

• Initial value function conjecture. We have, v<'(Iog(Zt),kt_l.Xt) = F[ . p> . Ft = 

[llVr] BTpOB [ ir,]. In this case F, = [1, log(z,), kt_,)T and 

[ 

1 O 
B= O p 

O O 

O O] [100] O O , pO = -0.1 . O 1 O . 
1-61 001 

• Rearrange the problem such that 

V n+l(log(zt),k'_1,x"N,) =MAX ... N ,{F"M,F+2FM, [::,] + [x, N,)Ms [;:.]} 

with M 1,M2 and M3 appropriate matrices. Then, the solution to trus problem is 

[ ~] = -Mi1M2F, that is the set of two poliey functioos once convergence is 

achieved. The actualization in iteration i is pi = MI - M 2Mi 1Mf'. The stopping 
criteria was 0.00001. 

• Policy function: using the decision rule for investment , Xt = 6zo+6:r:z log(zt)+6~kkt_h 
and the law oí motion of capital, the decision rule for capital becomes, 
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Besides, the decision rule for labor, 

For the mne parameter values eases, we have 

-0.0332 
-0.0332 
-0.0332 

0.3801 0.7383 -0.0037 
0.5459 0.3718 -0.0168 
0.6127 0.2242 -0.0221 

• Time series generation: Once the policy funetions are calculated, the time series 
for investIDent and labor arise froro these poliey rules, capital from its law oí motioo, 
output from the production functioo, interest rate from equatian (14), and oonsumption 
from the resource constrrunt. Note that it is necessary to add two linear equations to 
the original system of equations, in arder to generate time series. 

A.2.3 Sims (1989, 1990) 

• System to be linearized: From (15), substituting the conditional expectation by 
its realized value plus an expectational error, we have 

Then, the system to be linearized i5 formed by equation (19) and the first arder oon
ditioDS (13), (16) and (18). We have as states kt-l and log(4), and as oontrols (de.. 
cision variables) Ct and Nt . We form the system: rOYt+l = rllt + ~(t+1, where 
lt+l = [kt - k llll , IOg(Zt+l) , Ct+l - C,,¡I> Nt+l - N""jT and <Úl = [~Úl,€t+ljT. 

• Linearization about tbe Steady State: make a second order Taylor expansion to 
the previous system. 

- Equation (13), 
~'<}3) [ss = [-1,0,0,0] 
UJt+l 

~lss = [a~ + 1- 6, Uf, -1, (1- a)l} Iss 

8(13) = [O. O) 
0(t+1 . 
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- Equation (18), 

g}.~:! Jss = [O, -1, 0, OJ 

• Tbenwehavef = [OP3) , tí1D), ap6). 8(18)JT r = [~. ~qg). 8(~6). ~JT. Lo-
o ayal' /+1' Ofit+l' ag'+I ,1 &líl ' liút' 7ifíI. Dii, 

cate now the unstable root of ro1r1. 
• Policy Fundioo: add the stability condition 11-1(kt-1-k¿Js)+P2Iog(Zt) +P3(Ct-C,sa)+ 

J1.4(Nt - Nu ) = O 10 the system of first arder conditions. Fa! tbe mue parameter mues 
cases, we have 

I CASE 11 1'1 1" 1'3 
1,4,7 0.9421 4.2045 -15.6898 2.2111 
2,5,8 0.9421 10.8106 -31.7603 2.2111 
3,6,9 0.9421 12.4622 -55.8660 2.2111 

From the stability condition, (13) aud (16) the decision rule for capital becomes, 

[ 

1 ] (I-alla 
kt = (1 - 5)kt_l + ztk~l AN ce"(! - a)ztkf_l - ct 

where et arises from solving the non-linear equation 

• Time series generation: once the stability condition of the linear system is calcu
lated, it is added to the system oC first arder conditions and constraints. In trus case 
we only add one linear equation. Theo solve for labor sud consumption usiDg simulta.
neously (16) and the stabillty oondition. Obtain output from the production function, 
investment from the resource constraint, capital from its law of motion and interest 
rate from equation (14). 
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A.2.4 Uhlig's log-linearization 

The system to be log-linearized i:o¡ formed by the first order conditions (13) to (18) and the 
constraints of problem (3). L€t - denote log-;:ieviations froID the steady state. Then, the 
log-linearization produces the following system of equations, 

• Log-linearization 

o -X8sXt - C88Ct + Yssih 
O x8sXt - kukt + (1- 6)ks8kt-l 
O ok._l-íit+(I-o)Ñ,+Zt 
O -11Ct + ii~ - Ñt 

O -al:;kt-l + a~iit - RIlIlRt. 

O Et[":'-TJCt+l + Re:l + '7étJ 
Zt+l pit + /OHl 

• General form: In this particular example, in terms of the general notation we are 
using, we have: x is capital, y is formed by consumption, output, labor, the interest 
rate and investment, and z is technology. The matrices for the lag-linear approximation 
are; 

A [ti ,B [ (';~ 1 
-at 

[f 
y., O O 

'·1 [¡ 
O O O x" 

e -1 1-0 O O ,D = 
-q 1 -1 O O 
O al&!. O -R88 O k •• 

F = [O], G = [O],H = [O], J = [-71,O,O,I,Oj, 
K = [11,O,O,O,Oj, L = [O],M = [O], N [p],Sigma = [o-n 

• Policy Function and time series generation: Tbe output of the algorithm are 
the parameters of the state space fonn relating endogenous variables to atate variables. 
This form is used. ta generate the time series. That is, 

k, ""k Vb 
e, V,k Vo 
y, V,k v,. [ ~~' 1 Ñ, VNk VN. 

R, v .. v'" 
X, v •• v .. 
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For tbe analyzed cases, the parameter values are: 

1 CASE 111471258 369 , , , , , , 
v" 0.9418 0.9418 0.9418 

v" 0.2063 0.1382 0.1212 
V,k 0.8210 0.3930 0.2206 
v~ 0.4052 0.3989 0.2526 
v,k 0.2702 -0.0481 -0.1763 

v" 2.4176 1.7139 1.4304 

VN' -0.1403 -0.6376 -0.8380 
VN, 2.2150 1.1155 0.6725 

VRk -0.0254 -0.0364 -0.0409 
Vlb 0.0840 0.0596 0.0497 
v.k -1.3273 -1.3273 -1.3273 
Vu 8.2537 5.5276 4.8461 

A.2.5 Parameterized Expectations 

• Order of the approximation. For the PEA method we trled a tbird order polynomial 
approximation. 

1fJ(kt-l, Zt) = ql e'l21og(kt_I)+q:¡log(zj}+q4(¡og(kj_l»2+~/og(kj_l)/og(Zt)+'l6(log(zj»2 

The gradient takes the form, 

v>/>= 

Eh/>la'l1 
Eh/> la'12 
a,¡,fa., 
a,¡,faq. 
B>/> lB .. 
B>/> IBq6 

,¡,f'l1 
>/>109(k,_I) 

>/>109(") 
>/>(109(1<_1))' 

>/>109(1<_1)109(") 
>/>(109(Z,))' 

• Policy function: Tbe decision rule for capital from (13), (14) and (16) becomes, 

[ 
1 1 (1-.)/. 

1< = (l-ó)k'_I-Ifl>/>(q; k<-1. z,)t'/· +2,k,o_l AN1J.p(q; 1<_1>"),,k:'-,(1 - a) . 

'!be fixed point for q was ca1cu1ated using a sample size oí 25000 obeervations. 
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• Time series generation: obtaín consumption from oondition (15) in which the condi
tional expectation is substituted by the polynomial fundíon 1/J. Tben labor froro (16), 
output from the production fundíon, mvestment from the resourre oonstraint, capital 
ITom its law oC motíon and the interest rate from (14). 

A.3 Cooley and Hansen (1989) 

A.a.l Description of the model 

• The Problem: The economy is a version oC the indivisible labor model oC H8IlSeU 
(1985) with money introduced vía a cash-jn-advance constramt applied to oonsumption. 
Consumption is a 'cash good' while leisure and ínvestment are 'cred.it goods'. Capital 
letters denote per capita variables that a competitive household takes 88 parametricj 
smallletters denote specific variables that are chasen by the household In equilibrlum 
these will be the sarue. 

Each household seeks to maximize her preferences subject to a certain holdings oC 
nominal money balances and constraints, 

= 
max Ea ¿/l' ~og(ct) - ANntl 

t=l 

Mt = 9tMt-l 

log(9tH) = (1- pg) log(9 .. ) + Pg log( .. ) + <9'H 

ég¡+l '" N(O, c7,) 
Ptct = fflt.--l + Úh -l)Mt-l t 

( .. I&[g,~,1 <~) 
Ce +Xt + ~ = Wtnt +rtkt-l + mt-1+<"P¡ l)Mt_l 

1<= (l-ó)I<_I+x, 
gívenko,Zl 

(20) 
Where Ct is consumption at time t, kt-l the capital stock at tbe beggining oC perlad 
t, Xt ínvestment, nt labor, Me denotes beginning-oC-period per capita money balances, 
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mt beginning of perlod money holdings of a. particula.r household, and Oe the graS8 

rate oC money, known by a11 agents at the beginning oí perlad t, with unconditional 
mean 9ss. Moreover, Pt is the price level, 'Wt the wage rate and re the renta! rate 
oí capital. Relative to the parameters, O < f3 < 1 is the subjective discount factor, 
O < Ó < 1 the depreciation rate sud O < Pg < 1 controls the persistence in the law 
of motlon of money grawtb. AN weights labor in utility. The 88 subscript a.ffecting a 
variable denotes its detenninistic steady sta.te value. See Cooley and Hansen (1989) for 
a detailed description of the model. 

The Lagrnngean for this problem, 

L(ne,Ct, me, kt) = Eo f{3t [log(Ct) - ANnt - ..\t{Ct +kt + "; - Wtnt - rtkt_l-
t=l t 

m'-l + (9' - I)M'_1 (1 _ 6)k'_I} _ '1t{ e, + ""-1+ (9' - I)M'_I}] 
~ Pt 

And the fust arder conditions, 

1¡t : 0= PtCt -mt 

At: 0= Ct + Xt + mt - wtnt - Rtkt-l - me-l + (ge -l)Mt-l 
p, P, 

0= 
1 

ct' -->'t-T/t 
ct 

"" 0= -AN +>'tWt 

10" 0= -A, + i3E, [A<+I(r'+1 + 1 - 6)J 

me: 0= _~ + {JEt [At+l + T/t+l] 
Pt Pt+l 

Multiplying equation for mt with Mt, imposing the equilibrium oondition and using the 
equation Cor 1Jt and tbat Cor ce, we obtain, 

then using the equation for Ct and the definition oí gt, we have 

M, 1 
>'tCt = {JEt-M 

{::::::> >'tct = f3Et --
t+l gt+l 

If we eliminate >'tCt using equation for Ce, then we get: 

1 - '1tct = i3E, [_1_] 
9t+1 

(21) 

tbat shows tbat Tlt as a fraction oC marginal utility is a function oC only Dt. An exercise 
useful for the methods oomparison suggested by Den Haan and Mareet (1994) related 
to tbis faet is whetber each particular solution method verify tbis faet. 
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For the firm, the problem is to maxinúze profits subject to technological and productive 
constraints, 

¡ MAX lI, = lí - w,N, - r,K'_1 
Nt,Kt _ 1 

s.t. 
Yi = ZtKtlNl-O, O < a < 1 

log(Zt+1) = log(zss)(l - pz) + pz log(zt;} + €ZI+I 

€ZI+l rv N(O, q:Z> 
The Lagrangean, 

snd the oorresponding first order conditions of the problem 

Nt : w(Zt, Kt_l, Ne) = (1- a)ztKtlNf 
Kt-l: r(Zt, Kt_¡, N,) = aztKt11Nl-a. 

(22) 

Then, imposing equilibrium conditions, the complete system oí first order oonditions 
and constraints becomes, 

10g(Zt+1) log(zss)(1 - pz) + PZ log(zt) + €zt+l (23) 
log(9Hl) log(gss)(l - pg) + pg log(9t) + €91+1 (24) 

A, i3E, [A'+1(aZt+lk¡'-1 Ni.t + 1 - 6)J (25) 

>'tCt i3E,_I_ (26) 
9t+1 

AN A,(I - a)!!!.. N, (27) 

Ct+kt ztkea._1Nl-a. + (1- 5)kt_l (28) 

PtCt M - 1 t=>Pt=-
ct 

(29) 

M, geMt-l (30) 

Which is a system witb eight equations and eight unknowns: >'t+1, kt, Ne+l, CH!' Pt+1, 

Mt+h. Zt+1 and 9t+1, with Mo, leo and Z1 given and defining Pt = ft. 
• Stochastic Euler equation residual: in tbis case it is defined as 

et+! = ->'t + (J [>'t+l(Zt+1kf-1 Nl-tlQ + 1 - 6)) 

• Explicit expressioD for Et [l/gt+¡]: We have, from the law of motion oí money 
growth (24), 
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then 
E, [-g 1 l = g-;pg g~g-l Et [e-€gt+l] = g-;pg ffag-l E [e-€gt+1 J 

t+l --.--
X 

.' 
Given that log(X) = ~€gt+l rv N(O, (1; ), then X is lag-normal, with E(X) = e~. So, , 
we have, 

(31) 

• Deterministic Steady State: By assumption Zss = l. 9ss is given exogenously. From 
(25) we can obtain the ratio 

From (28), 

snd from (26) sud (27), 
N _ 13(1 - a) yss/k",", 

ss - ANOss ess/kss 

Now, using the production function, 

Ys~ = kfl-1N1- fl = (k., )fl-l => kss = (y",) .. ~l 
k",", 8S 8S N 88 N8s kS8 

Moreover ktul = It::N~8' Ztul = tik", Yss = t!k881 C8S = 1/8& - Zss, Ptul = e!. and 

..\~s=± 
• Parameter Values: See table in the main texto 

A.3.2 Linear-quadratic approximation: value fundion iteration 

• Policy function: As noted before, it is not possible in tlús problem to compute an 
equilibrium indirectly by solving for the Pareto Optimal aJlocation and invoking the 
second welfate theorem. This is due to the inefliciency introduced by the cash-in
advance. The LQA method for thia problem oonsiders the price level as an exogenous 
process to the agent. The way to do this is by assuming a linear law of motion for 
the price level, and then interating on th.is la.w of motion until it is consistent with 
the consumption allocations. Tbe metbod is explained in detail in Cooley and Hansen 
(1989) sud Hsnseu sud Preooott (1995), based ou Kydlsud (1987). The linear rules 
take the form, 

p, 
x, 

ÓifJ + ó"log(.,) + ópg ]og(g,) + Óp,k'_1 

Ó'" + ó.,log(",) + ó.g log(g,) + é"k,-1 

We simply took those parameters reported by Cooley and Hansen (1989): 
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1,3,5 1.88633 -0.58175 0.55474 -0.05898 0.64419 1.73073 0.30219 -0.03318 
2,4,6 2.07319 -0.66585 0.63537 -0.07726 0.52716 1.51216 0.26423 -0.03318 

• Time series gelleration: Prom the two linear decisíon rules solve for Pt. and invest
mento Then consumption frem the cash-in-advance constraint, capital. from its la.w 
of motion and output from the income identity. Now labor is generated through the 
production function. Nominal money stock from its law oí motion and nominal prices 
multipJying iit by nominal money. 

As a. byproduct we can recover ..\ from the first order condition (27). Fhlm (26) we can 
recover also the other Euler Equation error, 

e _ \ 1 cr~ pg-l -Pg 
<'91+1 - /ltct¡¡ - e 91111 ge 

given that the a.pproximation does not guara.ntee that this relation be exact, as oposed 
to the otber methods. 

A.a.a Sims (1989, 1990) 

• System to be linearized: Is formed by five equations. The first three are (23), (24) 
and (27). Now, eliminating consumption from (26) with (29) and using (31), 

and tbat used with (29) in (28) produces 

fJ .' 0= -y;;eT ft:-Ig;-PII - kt + ztkt~lNl-fl + (1- ti)kt-I 

that we will call (28') . Also, introducing a forecast error in (25) we can obtain 

..\t = 13 ["\t+l(azt+lkf-1 Nl+1
Q + 1 - ti)] + ¡3{t+l 

tbat we will call (25'). Tbe vector of variables for the approximatlon, 

Yt+l = [kt - k881 log(zt+l), log(9t+l) -log(g ...... ). At+! - A8s1 Nt+l - N tul] . 

sud 

(32) 

• Linearization about the Steady State: make a second order Taylor expansion to 
the previous system. 
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- Equation (23), 
a(23) I -1 I 8YI+] ss_ 0,-1,0,0,0 

~Iss = [O,Pz,O,O,Ollss 

~=[l,O,Ol 

- Equation (24), 

g~~! Iss = [0,0, -1, O,OJ 

~IS8 = [O,O,Pg,O,O] 18s 

~=[O,1,0J 

- Equa.tion (25'), 
,BAt+1azt+l(a-l)k~-2Nltt T 

,BAt+1 aZt+1k~-l Nl:;:t 
O ~::llss= 

J3 (azt+lkf-1Nl¡t + 1- 6) 
,BAt+l0Zt+tkf-l(l - a)Nt+1 

8(25') 
ay. !ss=[O,O,O,-l,OJ[ss 

8{25') 
8(1+1 = [0, O, P] 

- Equation (27), 

Iss 

l
..\t+1Zt+10'kr-1(1 - o:)Nt+~ T 

At+1(1-o::)~ 
:J,:,:~ [ss = O IS8 

Zt+lkf(l - a)Nt+~ 
At+1Zt+lk?(l- 0)( -a)Nt+1-1 

~IS8= [O,O,O,O,OJ 

~=[O,o,OJ 

- Equation (28'), 
8(28') 
8YI+1!S8 = [-1, O, O, O, O] 
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8(28')188 = 
ay, Iss 

• :v r - [8~23>. 8{ZO, 8(25'},~. 8l28'>.]T d _ [~.~. 8(25'). 
Thenwehae 0- a" '''"' ''''' 'a~ 'av , ,an rl- """ J>Vl a~' 

~I+l ""+1 <UI+l '1+1 '1+1 uH VA' ., 

1t(27\ W28'\ ] T 1 
~; ~j • l<>cate now the unstable root oí ro rl. 

• Policy Function :add the stability condition .ul(kt-l - klJ8 ) + f.t2Iog(Zt) + ,u3(lOg(9t)
log(g88)) + f.t4(At - A88) + Jt5(Nt - N8$) = o to the system oC first order conditioDS. The 
ca1culated weights, 

I CASE 11 1'1 

1,3,5 0.9421 8.0651 0.6552 15.8988 2.2111 
2,4,6 0.9421 7.1183 0.5783 14.0325 2.2111 

From the stability condition, (26), (27) and (29), the decision rule for capital is 

[
1-0 1.,.2 - ](I-Q)/Q 

kt=(1-6)kt-l+Ztkt_l AN Ztkr_l~f3e ~11t;rlgtPI1 -ct 

where ct anses from solving the non-linear equation 

f.tl(kt-l - kaa ) + Jl21og(zt} + !L3(log(gt) -log(g8s» + f.t4 [~f3ea~9 g:r1g;PI1 - A",,] + 

Jl-5 [[l¡Naztkt':.I~f3ea~l1g~rlg;pgr/Q -Ns,,] =0 

• Time series generation :once the stability condition oC the linear system is calculated., 
it is added to the system oC first order conditions and constramts. Note that we oo1y 
acld orre linear equation. Then solve for A and labor lliIing simuItaneously (27) and 
the stability condition. Obtaín ih from (32), then consumption from (29), capital from 
(28) and investment from the law oC motion oI capital. Now, obtain output from the 
production function, nominal money stock from its law oC motion and nominal prioes 
multiplying ih by nominal money. 

A.3.4 Uhlig's log-linearization 

Tbe system tú be log-linearized is formed by equations (23) tú (27), (29), (30), the law 
oC motion oí capital, the income identity (Yt = ct + Xt), the productíon functíon and the 
expression for the interest rateo 
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• Log~linearization: Let - denote log-deviations from the steady state. Then, the 
system so linearized becomes, 

o -XMXt - e"8Ct + Y8"iit 
O X 88Xt - kukt + (1 - 6)k""kt_l 
O akt_t-Yt+(l-a)Ñt+zt 
O 'xt+iit-Ñt 

O fit+Ct 
O "xt + Ct + PgYt 
O -RuRt+aI"-iÍt-a~kt-l 
O Et [-"xt + >'t:~ + Rt+lr 

Zt+1 PzZt + €zt+l 

iít+1 Pg9t + €yt+l 

• General form In tbis particular example, in terma of the general notation we are 
using, we have: x is capita.l, y is Corroed by consumption, output, labor, investment, 
p, A and the interest rate¡ z is technology and money ~owth. The matrices Cor the 
log-linear approximation are: 

o O 
-ku (1- 6)k" 

O a 
A O ,H O 

O O 
O O 
O -a~ 

-eS8 y" O -X88 O O O O O 
O O O x .. O O O O O 
O -1 1-a O O O O 1 O 

e O 1 -1 O O 1 O ,D O o 
1 O O O 1 O O O O 
1 O O O O 1 O O p, 
o aJ/u 

'" 
O O o O -Ru O O 

F [OJ, G [oJ, H [oJ, J [O, O, O, O, 0,1,11, 

K [0,0,0,0,0, -l,OJ, L [O,OJ, M [0,0], N [~ ! l, 
Sigma [~ O 1 

u; J 

• Policy Function and time series generation: for tbe log-linearized variables, we 
use tbe state space forro, 

k. v" Vio> v" 
C, v,. v" v" 
y, v" v" v" Cr) Ñ, VN> VN, VN, 
X, v •• Vu v., 
p, Vpl> v,. vpg 
~, YAk v;.., v),g 
il, v'"' v& VRg 

where a1l variables are log-deviatioDB with respect to the steady state. We recover 
the series in levels (no logs) by undoing the original transformation. So, tbe resulting 
decision rules for aU variables are nonlinear in the levels. For capital, for example, we 
have, 

kt- k"8 -- - -_ ("'_l)v" (zt )V" (g, )V', 
k88 Z8S gS8 

for consumption, 
_ (k'_l)v,,", (zt )vo> (g, )V" 

et - eS8"k:: Z88 g88 

and henceforth. The parameter values are the same for all the cases, given tbat no 
matrix A,B ... dependa on 9S8 or 0"~9' 

1 CASE 11 Al! 1 1 CASE 11 Al! 

v" 0.9418 v •• -1.3273 

v" 0.1552 v., 6.2091 

V'o 0.0271 v., 1.0850 

v'-' 0.5316 V{jk -0.5316 
v~ 0.4703 v .. -0.4703 

v'" -0.4488 v" 0.4488 

v" 0.0550 VAk -0.5316 
v,. 1.9417 v,.. -0.4703 
vyg -0.0555 VA, -0.0312 

VN' -0.4766 Vro. -0.0328 

VN. 1.4715 "& 0.0675 

V,,'~ -0.0867 vRg -0.0019 

A.8.S Parameterized Expectations 

• Order of the approxhnation: For the PEA method we tried a third order palyuO
mial approximation as suggested in Den Haan and Marcet (1994). 

1/J(kt-l, Zt, gt) ql elf2log(kt-l)+q;¡log(zt)+q4Iog(gt)+'l5(log(kt_I)2 

X é 6Iog(kt _l)log{zl)+qr(log{zt»2)+<l8(log(zt))3 



that we denote by PEA. The gradient takes the form, 

. 8.p¡8q, 
8,p /8q, 
8,p/8q, 
8.p¡8q, 
8'" /8q, 
a.p /8q, 
8,p /8g, 
8.p¡8qg 

,p /q, 
,plog(k<-1) 

,p log(z,) 
,p log(g,) 

,p(1og(k,-¡))' 
,p log(kH)log(z,) 

,p(log(z,))' 
,p(log(z,))3 

• Policy function: The decision rule for capital becomes, 

[ 
1 ](1-01/0 1 , 

kt = (1- 6)kt-l + ZtktQ:_l AN (1- a)Zekt~lf31jJ(q; kt_l, Zt, 9t) - ;¡;eu·g9~r19tPg 

The fixed point for q was calculated in each case using a sample size of 25000 observa-
tions . 

• Time series generation: Parameterize the expectation in (25) and obtain A. Then 
consumption from equation (26) and labor from (27). Feom tbe budget constraint 
capital, and using (29) and (30) the price level. Interest rate &rises from its equation 
snd output from tbe production function. 
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